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PREFACE 
The present thesis entitled "Study of Multiple Gaussian Hypergeometric Series 
Through Operational Techniques" is an outcome of the studies made by the author at 
the Department of Mathematics, Aligarh Muslim University, Aligarh, India during the 
last three years. 
Special functions have centuries of history with immense literature and are known 
for their ambiguity and great applicability within mathematics as well as outside it. The 
theory of special functions with its numerous beautiful formulae is very well suited to 
an algorithmic approach to mathematics.These functions commonly arise in such areas 
of application as heat conduction, communication systems, electro-optics, nonlinear 
wave propagation, electromagnetic theory, quantum mechanics, approximation theory, 
probability theory and electric circuit theory, among others. A vast mathematical 
literature has been devoted to the theory of special functions, as constructed in the 
works of Euler, Chebyshev, Gauss, Hardy, Hermite, Legendre, Ramanujan and other 
classical authors. Some other developments are given by Andrews [4], Andrews et al. 
[5], Dunkl and Yuan [19], Erdelyi et al. [20,21], Iwaski et al. [49], Lebedev [66], Magnus 
et al. [68], Rainville [91], Sneddon [97] et cetera. 
The Gauss hypergeometric function form the core of the special functions. Many 
elementary fvmctions and most of the commonly used special functions are expressible 
in terms of hypergeometric function. The hypergeometric function plays an important 
role in mathematical analysis and its applications. Introduction of this function allows 
us to solve many interesting problems such as conformal mapping of triangular domains 
bounded by line segments or circular arcs, various problems of quantum mechanics, 
et cetera. Hypergeometric functions have two very significant properties that add 
to their usefulness: They satisfy certain identities for special values of the function 
and they have trginsformation formulae. These properties have many applications, for 
example, in combinatorial analysis, hypergeometric identities classify single sums of 
products of binomial coefficients. Further, quadratic transformations of hypergeometric 
functions give insight into the relationship (known the Gauss) of elhptic integrals to 
the arithmetic-geometric mean. 
The enormous success of the theory of hypergeometric series in a single variable 
has stimulated the development of a corresponding theory in two or more variables. 
A multiple Gaussian hypergeomtric series is a hypergeometric series in two or more 
variables which reduces to the Gaussian hypergeometric series, whenever only one 
variable is non-zero. Multiple hypergeometric series occur naturally in a wide variety 
of problems in applied mathematics, statistics, operational research, theoretical physics 
and engineering sciences. 
Exton [24,25] has considered a number of problems, which give rise to integrals as-
sociated with hypergeometric series in one and more variables. Srivastava and Kashyap 
[110] presented a number of applications of the hypergeometric series in one and more 
variables in queuing theory and related stochastic processes. Srivastava and Karlsson 
[109] presented a systematic study of multiple Gaussian hypergeometric series. Some 
contributions related to multiple basic hypergeometric series and q-heta integrals are 
given by Gustafson [34-39], Gustafson and Denis [40] and Gustafson and Kratten-
thaler [41,42]. The technique used by Gustafson and Krattenthaler [42], which involves 
combining Heine's original transformations with certain determinant evaluations, has 
important applications in multi-dimensional basic hypergeometric series. 
The use of multiple hypergeometric series often facilitates the analysis by permit-
ting complex expressions to be represented more simply in terms of some multi-variable 
function. Also, any generating relation, summation formula, transformation formula 
or reduction formula developed for the multiple hypergeometric series becomes a mas-
ter formula from which a large number of relations for other special functions can be 
deduced. Methods coimected with the use of integral transforms have been success-
fully applied to the study of special functions. Generating relations of special functions 
play an important role in the investigation of various useful properties of the sequences 
which they generate. Summation formulae for multiple hypergeometric series have ap-
plications in the solutions of certain problems in theoretical physics and optimization 
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problems in management sciences. Motivated by mnltifarions api)licati()ns of nniltii)l(! 
hyperegometric series and on account of the imi)ortant properti(>s th(\v satisfy, s(>veral 
research workers obtained generating relations, summation formulae, transformation 
and reduction formulae for multiple hypergeomctric series, see for example, Bailey 
[10], Ditkin and Prudnikov [18], Exton [24,25], Karlsson et al. [52], Pathan [73-77], 
Pathan and Khan [80-82], Pathan et al. [83], Prudnikov et al. [88-90], Srivjistava 
[99-101], Srivastava and Karlsson [109] and Srivastava and Manocha [111]. 
The objective of this thesis is to derive some new summation formulae and gener-
ating relations for multiple hypergeometric series, in particular for Srivastava's general 
triple hypergeometric series F^^'>[x,y,z] and Kampe de Feriet's general double hyper-
geometric series F[.j^.^ by using the method of integral transforms. Some summation 
formulae for generalized Voigt fimctions V^^^{x,y) and V'^ ,,y,T;(a;, y, z) and evaluations of 
certain Euler type integrals are also obtained. 
The thesis is divided into five chapters. 
In Chapter 1, we give the necessary background material of hypergeometric func-
tions, multiple Gaussian hypergeometric series and other special functions needed in 
carrying out the work of this thesis. 
In Chapter 2, we derive some summation formulae for generalized Voigt functions 
V],^^{x,y) and V^^^^jf{x,y,z). Further, we derive a number of summation formulae for 
various special functions as applications of these summation formulae. 
In Chapter 3, we derive some summation formulae for Srivastava's general triple 
hypergeometric series F^^^x,y,z] and Kampe de Feriet's general double hypergeo-
metric series Fj':^]^ by using the method of integral transforms. Further, we de-
rive a number of summation formulae for generalized single hypergeometric series 
{2F3, 3F3, 3F4, 4F3, 4F5), Jacobi polynomials Pn '{x) and Bessel functions J„(x) 
as applications of these summation formulae. 
In Chapter 4, we derive some generating relations involving Srivastava's general 
triple hypergeometric series F'^)[x,?/, 2] and Kampe de Feriet's general double hy-
pcrgeometric series Ff:^\^ by using some results of Laguerre polyuoiuials Ln\x) and 
Konhauser polynomials Zn {x:,k) as working tools. F\irther, w(; derive a rnnnber of 
generating relations involving Appell's double hypergeometric series F2, Humbert's 
confluent hypergeometric series in two variables ^2, Clausen's series 3F2, two-variable 
Laguerre polynomials Lm^n {x,y), Jacobi polynomials Pn' {x,y) and generalized sin-
gle hypergeometric series as applications of these generating relations. 
In Chapter 5, we obtain the evaluations of certain Euler type integrals and some 
integrals in terms of extended beta functions B{a,p;A). Further, we derive many 
interesting integrals as applications of these evaluations. 
At the close of each chapter, we discuss the further possible extensions of the work 
presented in that chapter. 
At the end, we provide a comprehensive list of reference of books, research papers 
et cetera used in carrying out this research work. 
Six research papers based on the work contained in this thesis have been com-
municated for publication in reputed journals. One of them which contains a part of 
the work of Chapter 4 has been accepted for publication in the journal "Rivista di 
Matematica della Universit di Parma". 
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CHAPTER 1 
PRELIMINARIES 
1.1. INTRODUCTION 
Special functions have centuries of history with immense hterature and are known 
for their ambiguity and great apphcabihty within mathematics as well as outside it. 
Their role in the solution of differential equations was exploited by Newton and Leib-
nitz, and the subject of special functions has been in continuous development ever 
since. These fimctions commonly arise in such areas of application as heat conduction, 
communication systems, electro-optics, nonlinear wave propagation, electromagnetic 
theory, quantum mechanics, approximation theory, probability theory and electric cir-
cuit theory, among others. The theory of special functions with its numerous beautiful 
formulae is very well suited to an algorithmic approach to mathematics. In the nine-
teenth century, it was the idea of Eisenstein and Kronecker to express and develop 
mathematical results by meems of formulae. Before them, this attitude was common 
and best exemplified in the works of Euler, Jacobi and sometimes Gauss. In the twen-
tieth century, mathematicians moved from this approach toward a more abstract and 
existential method. A vast mathematical literature has been devoted to the theory 
of these functions, as constructed in the works of Chebyshev, Euler, Gauss, Hardy, 
Hermite, Legendre, Ramanujan and other classical authors. Some other developments 
are given by Andrews [4], Andrews et al. [5], Dunkl and Yuan [19], Erdelyi et al. 
[20,21], Iwasaki et al. [49], Lebedev [66], Magnus et al. [68], Rainville [91], Sneddon 
[97] et cetera. 
A fairly wide range of special functions can be represented in terms of the hy-
pergeometric and confluent hypergeometric fimctions. The theory of hypergeometric 
functions is a venerable subject with three centuries of history. The last 25 years have 
seen the emergence of the Aomoto-Gelfand multi-variable theory of hypergeometric 
functions [6,30]. Hypergeomtric series in one and several variables occur naturally in 
a wide variety of problems in applied mathematics, statistics, operational research, 
theoretical physics and engineering sciences. 
Exton [24,25] has considered a number of problems, which give rise to integrals ai,-
sociated with hypergeometric series in one and more variables. Srivastava and Kashyap 
[110] presented a number of applications of the hypergeometric series in one and more 
variables in queuing theory and related stochastic processes. Kalla et al. [50] have 
used hypergeometric functions to study a unified form of Gauss-type distributions. 
Some contributions related to multiple basic hypergeometric series and q-beta in-
tegrals are given by Gustafson [34-39], Gustafson and Denis [40] and Gustafson and 
Krattenthaler [41]. The technique used by Gustafson and Krattenthaler [42], which in-
volves combining Heine's original transformation with certain determinant evaluations, 
has important applications in multi-dimensional basic hypergeometric series. 
Recently some contributions have been given showing Lie theoretical [70] repre-
sentations of many sets of special fxmctions in several variables, see for example Subuhi 
Khan [53,54], Khan and Pathan [55], Khan and Yasmin [56-59]. 
The use of multiple hypergeometric series often facilitates the analysis by permit-
ting complex expressions to be represented more simply in terms of some multi-variable 
function. Also any generating relation, summation formula, transformation formula or 
reduction formula developed for the multiple hypergeometric series becomes a master 
formula from which a large number of relations for other special functions can be de-
duced. Methods connected with the use of integral transforms have been successfully 
applied to the study of special functions. Generating relations of special functions 
play an important role in the investigation of various useful properties of the sequences 
which they generate. Summation formulae for multiple hypergeometric series have ap-
plications in the solutions of certain problems in theoretical physics and optimization 
problems in management sciences. Motivated by multifarious applications of multiple 
hyperegometric series and on account of the important properties they satisfy, several 
research workers obtained generating relations, summation formulae, transformation 
and reduction formulae for multiple hypergeometric series, see for example Bailey [10], 
Ditkin and Prudnikov [18], Exton [24,25], Karlsson et al. [52], Pathan [73-77], Pathan 
and Khan [80-82], Pathan et al. [83], Prudnikov et al. [88-90]. Srivastava [99-101], 
Srivastava and Karlsson [109] and Srivastava and Manocha [111]-
This chapter contains the necessary background material of special functions. In 
Section 1.2, we discuss, in brief, the significance of multiple hypergeometric series 
and operational techniques. In Section 1.3, we give the definitions of hypergeometric 
functions and their generalizations. In Section 1.4, we give the definitions of multiple 
hypergeometric series. In Section 1.5, we give the definitions of some other special 
functions. In Section 1.6, we review the concepts of generating functions. However, 
the definitions given here are only those which are needed in carrying out the work of 
this thesis. 
1.2. MULTIPLE GAUSSIAN HYPERGEOMETRIC SERIES A N D OP-
ERATIONAL TECHNIQUES 
The enormous success of the theory of hypergeometric series in a single variable 
has stimulated the development of a corresponding theory in two or more variables. 
A multiple Gaussian hypergeometric series is a hypergeometric series in two or more 
variables which reduces to the familiar Gaussian hypergeometric series 
2Fi{a,b-c; z] = l + --z+ \ ' \ ' z^ + ... (c 7^  0 , - 1 , - 2 , . . . ) , 
1 .c \.l.c(c-\- \) 
whenever only one variable is non-zero. Multiple hypergeometric series constitute a 
natural generalization of the hypergeometric series of one variable which were the object 
of a great deal of study by mathematicigins of the nineteenth and the first half of the 
twentieth centuries. In 1880, Appell introduced the four double hypergeometric series 
which bear his name, and this may be said to mark the beginning of the systematic 
study of multiple h3T)ergeometric series. 
Multiple hypergeometric series occur naturally in a wide variety of problems in ap-
plied mathematics, statistics, operational research, theoretical physics and engineering 
sciences. 
Exton [24] has discussed the applications of multiple hypergeometric series in such 
diverse fields as 
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(i) Statistical Distributions (for example, Generalized Beta, Generalized Gamma, 
Dirichlet, Multiple Beta, Multiple Gamma and Multivariate Normal Distribu-
tions) , 
(ii) Decision Theory, 
(iii) Genetics, 
(iv) Mechanics of Deformable Media (including, for example, the vibrations of a class 
of Non-Uniform Beams), 
(v) Commimications Engineering, 
(vi) Theory of Elasticity, 
(vii) Perturbation Theory, 
(viii) Theory of Heat Conduction 
(ix) Problems involving Dual Integral Equations with Trigonometric Hankel Kernels. 
(x) Problems involving the Tissot-Pochhammer Equation, Laplace's Linear Differen-
tial (or Difference) Equation of Higher order and Schrodinger's Equation, 
(xi) Asymptotic Theory of Hill's Equation, Generalized Lame Equation and Gener-
alized Weber Equation and 
(xii) Theory of Lie Algebras and Lie Groups. 
Exton [25], on the other hand, considered a number of problems involving finite 
and infinite statistical distributions, angular displacement of a shaft, vibration of a thin 
elastic plate, heat production in a cylinder, motion of viscous fluid under a siirfa^e load, 
time-domain synthesis of signals, Laplace's equation in spherical polar co-ordinates, 
dual integral equations with Legendre function kernels, linear heat flow in anisotropic 
solid moving in a conducting medium, non-linear oscillations, Laplace's transform of 
the product of several molecular integrals of (luaiitum chemistry, communications en-
ginecriiig, repeated ii^tegrals of Besst^ l f\inet,ions and (•ombiuatorial analysis. These 
problems give rise to integrals associated with hypergeometric seri(\s in one and more 
variables. 
Srivastava and Kashyap [110] presented a number of interesting applications of hy-
pergeometric series in one and more variables in queuing theory and related stochastic 
processes. 
Two interesting problems in the theory of multiple Gaussian hypergeometric series 
consist in constructing all distinct series and in establishing their region of convergence. 
Both of these problems are rather straightforward for single series, and they have been 
completely solved in the case of double series. Srivastava and Karlsson [109] presented 
a systematic (and thorough) discussion of the complexity of these problems when the 
dimension exceeds two; indeed they have given the complete solution of each of the 
problems for triple Gaussian hypergeometric series. 
To give an example of application of multiple hypergeometric series. We recall 
here the problem of random walk considered by Srivastava and Kaxlsson ([109]; p.50). 
Let Pn(r; ai, a2 , . . . , a„|p) denote the probability that the final distance of an object, 
after executing a generalized random walk in a space of p dimensions (with unequal 
stretches ai,Q2,.. . .an, say), is less than a distance r from its starting point. Then it 
is easily verified that ([116]; p.421) 
F „ ( r ; a . , a 2 , . . . , « „ | p ) = r { r ( 9 ) r ' r { \ r t \ ' ^ . (r^ f l ( ^ ^ ^ U ^ , 
(1.2.1) 
where Ji,{z) is the Bessel function defined by Eq. (1.5.2) (see Section 1.5 of this chapter) 
a n d g = - p . 
Improper integrals of type (1.2.1) occur in a number of other areas of applications. 
Motivated by these applications, Srivastava and Exton [108] gave the general result in 
tlio form ([108]; p.4(2.8)) 
./„ lii-J'^M^m^^ r(^i + i)r(^2 + i)...rK-i + i ) rK + ^M+i) 
X F^r-^) 1 1 x^ x} X 
- M , - M - i/„; z/i + 1, //2 + 1, • • •, i^ n-i + 1; 4 , 4 , • • •, ^ (1.2.2) 
where Xi,X2,..., 2;„ axe positive real numbers such that 
Xn> X1+X2 + ... + Xn~l, n>2, M := ^ + 1/1+1/2 + •• - + 1^71 , 
Re(i/i + U2 + ... + Un + \)> Re(l - ^) > -^n, 
and F(^ " is Lauricella's multiple hypergeometric series in n variables, defined by Eq. 
(1.4.14). 
The integral on the right-hand side of Eq. (1.2.1) can indeed be evaluated, when 
r > ai + a2 + .. •+a„, by applying the general formula (1.2.2), thus yielding the explicit 
expression 
Pn{r; ai,a2,...,an\p) = 1, (1.2.3) 
provided that r > Oi + 02 + . . . + Qn-
Srivastava and Exton ([108]; p.6) made use of result (1.2.3) as an interesting veri-
fication of the formulae (1.2.1) and (1.2.2). 
The operational techniques are based upon single, double and multiple integral 
transform and upon certain operators involving derivatives. Methods connected with 
the use of integral transforms have been successfully applied to the solution of dif-
ferential and integral equations, the study of special functions and the evaluation of 
integrals. An important advantage of the method of integral transforms lies in the pos-
sibility of compiling tables of the direct and inverse transforms of the various functions 
commonly encountered in applications. 
The integral transform f*{p) of a function f{t) is defined by the equation 
nm} = rip) = f mK{p,t)dt, (1.2.4) 
J a 
JTiii^^iS 
where K{p,t) is a known function of p and t, called the kernel of the transform; p is 
called the parameter of the transform and /(f) is called the inverse transform of /*(p). 
The symbolic or operational calculus was developed systematically in tlu^ middle 
of the nineteenth century. At the end of the nineteenth century, Heaviside applied it 
successfully to the solution of certain problems connected with the theory of elect rev 
magnetic oscillations. The original operator view-point of Heaviside was substantially 
displaced by the works of Carson, Doetch, Vander Pol and others, who took either the 
Laplace transform or the Mellin integral as the basis of their investigations. Further, 
the successful development of the theory of linear operators contributed to a devel-
opment of operator methods in mathematical analysis. An operator treatment of the 
operational calculus, using the Laplace transform is given by Ditkin and Prudnikov 
[18] and Plessner [85]. 
Let f[t) denote a frmction of the real variable ,^ 0 < ^ < -)-oo, Lebesgue integrable 
over any interval (0, v4). Let p — o + irhQa. complex number. The expression 
/•oo 
rip) = C{f{t)] = / exp{-pt)mdt (1.2.5) 
is called a Laplace integral, whilst the function f*{p) is the Laplace transform of f[t). 
Among the integral transforms, Laplace's occupies a special place, mainly because 
of its usefulness in solving differential equations of functions of exponential order with 
initial value conditions or semi-infinite boundary value conditions. It has applications 
in various areas of science and engineering. Lenzi et al. [67] have introduced a q-
generalization of Laplace transforms and discussed some of its properties. 
The Mellin transform: 
/•oo 
nn) = M{f{t)] = / fitydt (/x = a + zr), (1.2.6) 
is closely connected with the Fourier and Laplace transforms. 
Mellin transforms can be used with success in the solution of a definite' class of 
plane harmonic problems in sectorial domains, problems of the theory of elasticity. 
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as also in the investigation of special functions, in the sunnnation of seri(!s and \\\v 
evaluation of integrals. 
Stieltjes transforms are iterated Laplace transforms and an; defined by the integral 
9;{y) = <5p{/(x)} = / nx){x + yr'dx. (1.2.7) 
Here integration is over the positive real x-axis, y is a complex variable ranging 
over the complex y-plane cut along the negative real axis and p is a complex parameter. 
Integral transforms of the form 
/•oo 
r (A) = / f{t)K{\t)dt, (1.2.8) 
where K{z) is a Bessel function, are known as Bessel transforms. 
Hankel, Meijer and a number of other integral transforms belong to this type. 
The integral 
/•oo 
rM) = n^fit)} = / tf{t)Mut)dt (o<«<+oo), (1.2.9) 
Jo 
is known as a Hankel transform. 
Meijer integral transforms are of great value in solving differential equations of the 
Bessel type. They are defined by the integral 
/*(*) = y - y {stf^f{t)K,{st)dt, (1.2.10) 
where K^{t) is Macdonald's function defined by Eq. (1.5.12) (see Section 1.5 of this 
chapter). 
In integral transforms, the variable of integration is standardized usually uj) to 
a constant factor (and in the case of Mellin transforms, a constant exponent). The 
advantage thus gained is that, an integral such as 
Ji) 
X2 exp(—ax) J„{bx) dx 
might bo found under Laplace transforms, Mc^ llin transforms or Hankel transforms. 
Integral transforms have become an extensively ns(>d tool, and their practical a])-
plication depends largely on tables of transform pairs. A number of books consisting 
of tables of formulae for integral transforms are available, see for example Erdelyi ci 
al. [22,23], Ditkin and Prudnikov [18] and Prudnikov et al. [88-90]. 
1.3. GAUSSIAN HYPERGEOMETRIC FUNCTION A N D ITS GENER-
ALIZATIONS 
With a view to introducing the Gaussian hypergeometric function and its gen-
eralizations, we first recall some definitions and identities involving gamma function 
and Pochhammer's symbol. Also, we recall the definition of beta function. One of the 
simplest but very important special functions is the gamma function, denoted by r{z). 
It appears occasionally by itself in physical applications, but much of its importance 
stems from its usefulness in developing other functions such as hypergeometric function 
and Bessel function. 
Gamma Function 
The gamma function has several equivalent definitions, but most popular definition 
which is given by L. Euler, is a generalization of the factorial function for integer n, to 
non-integer and eventually complex number z is defined by 
/•oo 
r{z) = / f-^ exp{-t)dt (Re(2)>0). (1.3.1) 
Jo 
The integral representation of r{z) is the most common way in which the gamma 
function is now defined. 
Upon integration by parts, definition (1.3.1) yields the recurrence relation for r{z): 
r{z+l) = zTiz), (1.3.2) 
which enables us to use definition (1.3.1) to define r{z) on the entire z-plane except 
when z is zero or a negative integer as follows: 
oo 
Jcxp{-t)t'-^dt (Re(2)>0), 
T{z) = { " (1.3.3) 
^^^^-t^l (Re(z)<0; z ^ - 1 , - 2 , - 3 , . . . ) . 
z 
By repeated applications of the recurrence relation (1.3.2) it follows that 
r ( n + l ) = n! (1.3.4) 
Pochhammer's Symbol and the Factorial Function 
The Pochhammer symbol (A)n is defined by 
^ ^ ^ " = { A(A + l ) . . . (A + n - l ) (n = l ,2 , . . . ) . ^ "^^ -^ ^ 
Since (1)„ = n!, the symbol (A)n is also referred to as the factorial function. 
In terms of gamma functions, we have 
(A)n = ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ (A ^ 0 , - 1 , - 2 , . . . ) , (1.3.6) 
which can easily be verified. Furthermore, the binomial coefficient may now be ex-
pressed as 
A\ _ A ( A - l ) . . . ( A - n + l ) _ (-1)"(-A), 
or, equivalently, as 
/A\ ^ r(A + i) 
\nj n\ r(A - n + 1) 
It follows from (1.3.7) and (1.3.8) that 
r(A + l) 
;i.3.7) 
(1.3.8) 
r ( A - n + l ) = (-1)"(-A)„ , (1.3.9) 
which, for A = a — 1, yields 
r{a-n) ( -1)" 
r(Q) (1 - a)n 
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( a ^ 0 , ± l , ± 2 , . . . ) . (1.3.10) 
Eqs. (1.3.6) and (1.3.10) suggest the definition: 
(A)-„ = (1 - A)„ ( n = l , 2 , . . . ; A7^0 ,± l ,±2 , . . . ) . 
Eq. (1.3.6) also yields 
(A)m+n = (A)m (A + m)„ , 
(1.3.11) 
(1.3.12) 
which, in conjunction with (1.3.11), gives 
(A)n-. = }~T^l\ (0 < ^ < ")• 
(1 - A - n)k 
For A = 1, we have 
i-lfnl {n-k)\ = 
( - " ) A 
(0 < A; < n) , 
which may alternatively be written in the form: 
' (-l) '=n! 
{-n)k = < 
(0 < Jt < n). (n - fc)! 
0 {k> n). 
(1.3.13) 
(1.3.14) 
(1.3.15) 
Legendre's Duplication Formula 
The Legendre's duplication formula for the gamma function is given by 
^/^^(2^) = 2^-1 r(z) r (z + i ) ( z ^ O , - i , - l , - ^ , . . . ) . (1.3.16) 
In view of definition (1.3.5), it is not difficult to show that 
1 . . A (A)2„ = 22" ( -A)„ ( - (A+l ) )n (n = 0 , l ,2 , . . . ) , 
2^ '"' '2 
which follows also from Eq. (1.3.16). 
(1.3.17) 
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Gauss's Multiplication Theorem 
For every positive integer m, we have 
{\)mn = m""" n ( ^ ' ^ ^ ~ ^ ) (n = 0 , l ,2 , . . . ) , (1.3.18) 
which reduces to Eq. (1.3.17) when m = 2. 
Starting from Eq. (1.3.18) with A = mz, it can be proved that 
771 y 
m 
(z^O,--,--,...; m=: 1 ,2 ,3 , . . .V (1.3.19) 
\ m m J 
which is Gauss's multiplication theorem for the gamma function. 
The Beta Function 
A useful function of two complex variables is the beta function B{a,P), which is 
defined by the Eulerian integral of the first kind 
B{a,p) = I t"-'' {\-tf-^ dt (Re(a), Re(^) > 0) . (1.3.20) 
Jo 
If we make the change of variable t = 1 —u in Eq. (1.3.20), we obtain the symmetry 
property 
B(a,/?) = B{(3,a). (1.3.21) 
The relationship between beta function and gamma function is given by 
B{a,^) = Y ^ ^ {oc, /? 7^  0, - 1 , - 2 , . . . ) . (1.3.22) 
The Gaussian Hypergeometric Function 
The term "hypergeometric" was first used by Wallis in 1655 in his work "Arith-
metrica Infinitorum", when referring to any series which could be regarded as a gener-
alization of the ordinary geometric series 
oo 
J ^ 2 " = 1 + 2 + 2^ + . . . . 
n=0 
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Some other scientists like Euler and Ganss had done a great work on hypergeoniet-
ric function. In 1769, Euler established an integral representation, a s(^ ,ries exjjansion, 
a differential equation and several other properties including reduction and transfor-
mation formulae for hypergeometric function. In 1812, Gauss introduced the hyper-
geometric series into analysis and gave f-notation for it. Gauss's work was of great 
historical importance because it initiated for reaching development in many branches 
of analysis not only in infinite series, but also in the general theories of linear differen-
tial equations and functions of a complex variable. The hypergeometric function has 
retained its significance in modern mathematics because of its powerful unifying influ-
ence since many of the principal special functions of higher analysis are also related to 
it. 
Hypergeometric Function 
The hypergeometric function 2-Fi[a, fc; c; z] is defined by 
2F^[a,b;c;z] = ^ l ^ M ^ ^|^| ^ .^ , ^ Q , - 1 , - 2 . . . ) , (1.3.23) 
where a, b, c are real or complex parameters. 
By d'Alembert's ratio test, it is easily seen that the hypergeometric series in Eq. 
(1.3.23) converges absolutely within the unit circle, that is, when \z\ < 1, provided 
that the denominator parameter c is neither zero nor a negative integer. However, if 
either or both of the numerator parameters a and b in Eq. (1.3.23) is zero or a negative 
integer, the hypergeometric series terminates. 
When l^ l = 1 (that is, on the unit circle), the hypergeometric series is: 
(1) absolutely convergent, if Re (c — a — 6) > 0; 
(2) conditionally convergent, if — 1 < Re(c — o — 6) < 0, 2 7^  1; 
(3) divergent, if Re (c — a — 6) < —1. 
2Fi[a, b; c; z] is a solution of the differential equation 
rf 1L (111 
4^~z)T^ + ic-{a + b+l)z)^-alm = 0, (1.3.24) 
dz^ (Iz 
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ill which a,b and c are real or complex parainettsrs. This is a hoinogeiuMnis hiu^ar 
differential equation of the second order and is called the hyi)ergeonietric equation. It 
has at most three singularities 0, oo and 1 which are all regular [86]. This function luis 
the following integral representation: 
,F,[a-Mc;z]=—^ . f f^'^l - tr'^-\\ - zt)''dt 
r(a) r(c - a) Jo 
(Re(c) > Re (a) > 0, |arg(l - z)\ < TT). (1.3.25) 
Confluent Hypergeometric Function 
If in hypergeometric equation (1.3.24), we replace z by z/b, the resulting equation 
will have three singularities at z = 0, b, oo. 
By letting |&| -^ oo, this transformed equation reduces to 
z^ + {c-z)^-au = 0. (1.3.26) 
a2^ dz 
Eq. (1.3.26) has a regular singularity at z = 0, and an irregvilar singularity at 
z = oo which is formed by the confluence of two regular singularities at b and oo of 
Eq. (1.3.24) with z replaced by z/b. 
Consequently, Eq. (1.3.26) is called the confluent hypergeometric equation or 
Kummer's differential equation after E.E. Kummer who presented a detailed study of 
its solutions in 1836, see [64]. 
The simplest solution of Eq. (1.3.26) is confluent hypergeometric function or 
Kummer's function iFi [a; c; z] which is given as 
,F,\a-c-z] = Y.TY^ ( c ^ 0 , - l , - 2 , . . . ; |z| < cx)). 
r'c (c)nn! (1.3.27) 
n=0 
which can also be deduced as a special case of hypergeometric function 2-^ 1 [a, b\ c; z] 
In fact, we have 
l im 2-P'i 
i6|-»oo 
a,b-c;~ 
0 
= iFi[a;c;z]. (1.3.28) 
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Other popular notations for the series sohition (1.3.27) is <!>(«; r;c) introdncied by 
Humbert [46,47]. 
The function 
^{a,c;z) 
r(a) Jo ^a-i(l + i)--a-i exp{~zt)dt (Re(«), Re(c) > 0), (1.3.29) 
defines an alternative form of solution of Kummer's equation (1.3.26) in the half plane: 
Re{z) > 0. The ^ function was introduced by F.G. Tricomi in 1927. 
We note the following relation between $ or (iFj) and * functions: 
Ma,c-z] = - ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ i F i [ a ; c ; 2 ] + ^ ? ^ 2 ' - S F i [ a - c + l ; 2 - c ; z ] (c 7^  0, ±1 , ±2 . . . ) . r ( a - c + l ) ' ' r(a) 
(1.3.30) 
Also, we note the following relation between the hypergeometric function 2-Po[a, 6; _; z] 
and ^ function 
* [ a , a - 6 + l ; z ] = z'" 2F0 a,b; _; — (1.3.31) 
Further, we note the following relations between elementary functions and hyper-
geometric function: 
exp(z) = iFi[a; a; z] = o^o[_; _; z] , 
( 1 - 2 ) - " = ,Fo[a-_;z] (|z| < 1) , 
1 1 
cos. oFi 
.-.-2 
2' 4 
and 
sin 2 = z QFI 1 
(1.3.32) 
(1.3.33) 
(1.3.34) 
(1.3.35) 
Generalized Hypergeometric Series 
In the Gaussian hypergeometric series 2^1 [a, b; c; z] there are two numerator para-
meters a, b and one denominator parameter c. A natural generalization of this series 
is accomplished by introducing any arbitrary number of numerator and denominator 
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parameters. The resulting series 
a i ,a2 , •••,ap ; 
p-f'q 
n=0 
( / ^ l ) n ( / 5 2 ) n . . . ( / i , ) n n ! 
= pFq [01,02,.. . , ftp;/ii,/^2,- • -J^q;-], 
where (A)„ is the Pochhammer symbol defined by (1.3.5), is known as the generalized 
Gauss series, or simply, the generalized hypergeometric series. Here p and q are pos-
itive integers or zero, and we assume that the variable z, the numerator parameters 
Qi, a2 , . . •, Op, and the denominator parameters /?i, /92, • • •, /9g take on complex values, 
provided that 
pj y^ 0 , - 1 , - 2 , . . . ; j = l,2,...,q. 
Supposing that none of numerator parameters is zero or a negative integer, and for 
I3j ^Q,—l, —2,...; j = 1,2,..., g, we note that the pFq series defined by Eq. (1.3.36): 
(i) converges for \z\ < oo,ii p < q, 
(ii) converges for \z\ < 1, iip = q+ 1, and 
(iii) diverges for all 2, z 7^  0, if p > g + 1. 
Furthermore, if we set 
Q P 
w = y Pi- y aj 
it is known that the pFg series, with p — q-\-1, is 
(i) absolutely convergent for \z\ = 1, if Re(w) > 0, 
(ii) conditionally convergent for \z\ = 1, \z\ ^ 1, if —1 < Re(it;) < 0, and 
(iii) divergent for all |2| = 1, if Re(?(;) < — 1. 
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1.4. MULTIPLE GAUSSIAN HYPERGEOMETRIC SERIES 
The enormous success of the theory of hypergeoeinetric series in a single variable 
has stimulated the development of a corresponding theory in two and more variables. A 
multiple Gaussian hypergeometric series is a hypergeometric series in two or more vari-
ables, which reduces to the familiar Gaussian hypergeometric series (1.3.23), whenever 
only one variable is non-zero. Fourteen distinct double Gaussian series exist: Appell 
[7] introduced Fi, F2, F3, F4, but the set was not completed until after Horn [44] 
gave the remaining ten series d , G2, G3, Hi, //2, • • •, ^7- Lauricella [65] introduced 14 
triple Gaussian series Fi, F2 , . . . , F14. More precisely, he defined four n-dimensional se-
ries F^\ Fj^\ FQ and F^' and ten further triple series F3, F4, FQ, FJ, Fg, F io , . . . , F14. 
Saran [93] initiated a systematic study of these ten triple Gaussian series of Lauri-
cella's set, and gave his notations Fg, F F , • • • , F T . Some additional triple Gaussian 
series have been introduced, for example, GA and GB by Pandey [72], HA, HB and He 
by Srivastava [99,100] and Gc by Srivastava [102]. 
Appell's Double Hypergeometric Series 
In 1880, Appell [7] introduced four double hypergeometric series which are defined 
as: 
Fi[a,6,6'; c; x,t/] = V (^)"'^"W-(^^)" ^ ^ („iax{|:,|, |^|} < 1), (1.4.1; 
m,n=0 
F2[a,6,6';c,c';x,?/] = f ] (")-^;(^)";(^^)" ^ ^ {{\x\ + \y\)<l), (1.4.2) 
^ {c)m[c')n m\ n\ 
T^\ I u ui 1 V^ (a)m (a')n(b)m(6')n x"* y" ri I I n / i\ n A Q^  
Fj,[a,a,b,b;c]x,y\= > — — (max{|x|, |?/|} < 1), (1.4.3) 
F4a,6; c, c'; x , , ] = ± % ^ ^ ^ ^ ( ( x / R + x4^) < D, (1.4.4) 
where, as usual, the denominator parameters c and c' are neither zero nor a negative 
integer. 
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The standard works on the theory of Appell's series are given in the monograph 
(Ine to Appell and Kampe de Feriet [8]. Further, for a review of the snhscKiuent work on 
the subject, see Erdelyi et al. [20,21], Bailey [10], Slater [96], Exton [24] and Srivastava 
and Karlsson [109]. 
Humbert's Confluent Hypergeometric Series in Two Variables 
In 1920-21, Humbert [46] has studied seven confluent forms of the four Appell's 
series and he denoted these confluent hypergeometric series in two variables by $] , 
$2, $3, ^ 1 , ^2j ^1 and E2. We recall the definitions of five Humbert's confluent 
hypergeometric series in two variables 
$i[a,/?; 7; x,y] = f^ M ^ i l l i i ^ ^ ^ (|x| < 1; \y\ < 00), (1.4.5) 
m,n=0 ^'^jm+n rn. U. 
$2[/?, /?'; 7; xM = f ; i ^ h ^ ^ yl (|xl < 00; \y\ < 00), (1.4.6) 
$3[/?; 7; x,y] = Y. 7 ^ ^ ^ (|x| < cx); \y\ < 00), (1.4.7) 
m,n=0 *-'>'''"»+" ^- " • 
*,Kft7.7';x,,l = ±Jj}^^^y^ (W<l;M<oo) (1.4.8) 
and 
^2[a; 7, V; x,2/] = X^ , 7^7^" ^ ^ (|x| < 00; \y\ < 00). (1.4.9) 
Kampe de Feriet's General Double Hypergeometric Series 
In an attempt to generalize the four Appell's series Fi to F4, Kampe de Feriet 
[51] defined a general hypergeometric series in two variables, see Appell and Kampe 
de Feriet ([8]; p.150(29)). Kampe de Feriet's general double hypergeometric series is 
defined by 
pp:q;k 
i.m\n x,y 
(«/) : iPm); (7n) ; 
(ap) : (bg); (cfc) ; 
= E ^ — - — ^ ^ ' (1-4-1") 
'••^ =°nK)r+.s umr n(7,).s 
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where, for convergence, 
{[) p + q <l + m + l, p + k<l + n+l, |3;| < oo, |y| < oo, or 
(ii) p + q = l + m+1, p + A; = / + n + 1, and 
\x\^ + \y\^<l, iip>l, 
max{|i| , |y|} < 1, ii p<l. 
The notation i^^j^:^ for Kampe de Feriet's general double hypergeometric series 
of superior order applies successfully to the Appell's double hypergeometric series 
Fu F2, F3, F4 and their confluent forms $1, $2, ^3 , ^ 1 , ^2, ^ i , H2 defined by Humbert. 
Thus, for example, we have 
ri I7.1:l;l E^  _ p l : l ; l ^ _ p0:2;2 rp _ p2:0;0 
^ i = i ^ i ? , ^2 = F^:i$,...,^2 = F^SS- (1-4.11) 
Lauricella's Multiple Hypergeometric Series 
In 1893, Lauricella [65] further generalized the four Appell's double hypergeometric 
series Fi,F2,Fz,Fi to series in n variables and defined his multiple hypergeometric 
series as follows: 
F]^'[a, 61, 62, • • • , bn', Ci, C2 . . . , Cn, Xi, X2, . . . , X„] 
[0')mi+m2+.-+mn['^l)mi\b2)m2 • • •{^njmn -^1 -^2 -^n^ E ^
 _n ( C l ) m i ( c 2 ) m 2 - - - ( c n ) m „ TTlil m2\ " ' TUnl 
Till tTTl2f'i'f'''n—U 
(|xi| + |x2| + . . . + | x „ | < l ) , (1.4.12) 
F^'[ai,a2, ...,an, h, 62, • • •, bn, c; Xi, X2,.. . , x„] 
y > (Ql)mi(Q2)m2 • • • (Qn)mn(fel)mi(fc2)m2 • • • {bn)mr. X^ X^ X ^ 
~ mumt:',m^=0 ( c ) m , + „ . . + . . . + ^ 7 ^ ! m 2 ! ' " ' m j 
(max{|2;i | , |x2| , . . . , lx„l}<l), (1.4.13) 
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F^\a,b; Ci,C2 . . . ,Cn;xi ,X2, . . . ,x„] 
_ V~^ {^)mi+m2+...+m„ (0)mi+m2+...+mn ^1 ^2 -^n" 
^ „ (Ci)m, (C2)m2 • • • i^nUn rUil m2\ " TuJ 
( 7 1 ^ + y/\^ +...+ T K I < 1), (1-4.14) 
F^^\a, 6i, 62, • • •, bn] c; Xi, 2:2, . . . ,x„] 
_ V ^ (^)mi+m2+.. .+mn(^l)mi(02)m2 • • • (On)mn ^ 1 ^2 ^IT" 
„ ^'^^ _o (c)mi+m2+...+m„ rni! m2\ " ' mj 
(majc{|xi|, l^al,..., |x„|} < 1). (1.4.15) 
Clearly, we have 
F f = F2, F f = F3, 4 ' ) = F4, F f = Fi 
and 
Confluent Forms of Lauricella's Series 
Among the important confluent forms of Lauricerlla's series are the confluent hy-
pergeometric series $2 ^^'^ ^2 i'^  '^  variables which are defined by 
^^2 [01,02, . . . , 0 „ , C, X i , X 2 , . . . ,X„J — > -f-T - . . . 
, n , . m 2 _ m „ = 0 (c)m,+m2+...+m„ m,\ m^l TTlnl 
(1.4.16) 
and 
Xl/(")U. „ -,„ /. • T, T^ T 1 — Y ^ (Q)mi+m2+...+mn 2:i ' Xj ^ ^IT" 
^ 2 [O, C i ,C2 , . . . ,C„ , X i , X 2 . . . ,XnJ — > -^—r —r r - . . . -
mumt:^,m^=0 ( ^ l ) - l ( C 2 ) m 2 • • • {Cn)m^ m^\ m^l m „ ! 
(1.4.17) 
Clearly, we have 
$ f = $2, ^^? = *2, 
where $2 and v[»2 are Humbert's confluent hypergeometric series in two variables. 
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Srivastava's General Triple Hypergeometric Series 
A \inification of Laiiricella's fourteen hypergeometric scries Fi, F2 , . . . , F|.| aiul the 
additional series HA,HB,HC was introduced by Srivastava [99,100], who definefl a 
general triple hypergeometric series F'^^[X, y, z] by 
(a)::(6);(6');(&"):(c);(c');(c") ; 
F(3)[x,2/,2] = F(3) x,y,z 
= E 
{e)::{g);{g'y,{g"):{h);{h'y,{h") ; 
A B B' B" C C C" 
j = l j = l j = l j = l j = l j = l j = l 
G" // //' H" 
m,n,p=0 n ( e , - W n + p EI fe W n YHQ'^P m9j)p+m UihjU U{f^^)n U{h])p 
(1.4.18) 
where (a) abbreviates the array of A parameters ai,a2,.. • ,CIA with similar interpre-
tations for (6), (6'), (6"), et cetera. The triple hypergeometric series in Eq. (1.4.18) 
converges absolutely when 
l + E + G + G' + G" + H-A-B-B"-C > 0 , 
l + E + G + G' + H'-A-B-B'-C > 0, 
1 + E + G' + G" + H"-A-B'-B"-C" > 0 , 
where the equalities hold true for suitably constrained values of |a:|, \y\ and \z\. 
Laiiricella's Generalized Hypergeometric Series in n Variables 
A further generalization of the Kampe de Feriet's general double hypergeometric 
series F,^^:^ is due to Srivastava and Daoust [107]. 
More generally, we recall here the Laiiricella's generalized hypergeometric series in 
n variables, which is defined as follows: 
22 :pA:B';B"....;B^"'> 
C:D';£)";...;D(") 
\Zn J 
= F. /1;B';C";...;/?("' C':£)';D";...;«(") 
[(a) : &, 6",..., 6^ (")] : [{b') : 0']; [{b") : 0" ] ; . . . ; [(6^")) : 4>(% 
[(c) •: ^• ' ,^", . . . , V^ (")] : [{d') : S']; [{d") : 6"];...; [{S^^) : 6^% 
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1, ~ 2 , 
E 
[[w)miO'+m.20"+...+m 
D" /)(") 
7rji,m2,.-."^n=0 .;(")^ 
X (1.4.19) . 2^ *" 
m j 7712!.. .m„! 
The coefficients 
9f\ j = l , 2 , . . . ,A ; 0 f , j = l,2,...,B(*=); t/;f, j = 1,2,... ,C; 
5f\ i = 1,2,..., £>('=); forall A ;e{ l , 2 , . . . , n} 
are real and positive and (a) abbreviates the array of A parameters oi, 02 , . . . , a^, 
abbreviates the array of B W parameters fef \ j = 1,2,,.. . , fiC^); for all A; G {1 ,2 , . . . , n} 
with similar interpretations for (c) and (c?^ ^^ ), k = 1,2,..., n; etc. 
When each of the positive numbers listed above is equated to 1, then Lauricella's 
generalized hypegeometric series in n variables reduces to the Kampe de Feriet's multi-
variable hypergeometric series, which is defined by 
l:mi\'m2'y- 'tTn-n 
22 
\ Z n / 
l:m\]m2',--.',Tnn 
P 91 92 Qn 
- E 
n (a,)„„,+.+.. n c-;-)., n {*?)« •.. n c-S"')". ^f ^? • • • <-
mr, 
?(")^ 
/ mi m2 
s.,.2,...,..=o nK-k+..+...+.„ n(/3;-k n ( / ? ; k . . - n ( ^ r k 5 i ! 52!.:. ^sj 
j = i j = i j = i j = i 
(1.4.20) 
For convergence of the Kampe de Feriet's multi-variable hypergeometric series: 
(i) H - / + 777.jt - p - Qfc > 0, fc = l , 2 , . . . , n ; 
the equality holds when, in addition, either 
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ii) 
1 
p > I and |2i|(''-') + 1 
or 
p < I and max{|2i|, 
Clearly, we have 
p2:0;0; 
•^0:1;1;. 
C^h" '^' + . . . + !2n|"'-" 
\z2l...AZn\}<l. 
...;1 j^(n) p0:'2;2; 
•••;0 _ p{n) p i : i ; i ; . 
..;1 ~ ^C ' •'^ l-.O-.O;. 
< 1. 
,..;2 
..;0 ~ 
^ B 
pin) (1.4.21) 
1.5. OTHER SPECIAL FUNCTIONS 
The Gauss hypergeometric function 2^1 and the confluent hypergeometric function 
iFi form the core of the special functions and include as special cases most of the com-
monly used functions. The 2F1 includes as its special cases, many elementary functions, 
Legendre functions of the first and second kinds, the incomplete beta function, com-
plete elliptic integrals of the first and second kinds, Jacobi polynomials, Gegenbauer ( 
or ultraspherical) polynomials, Legendre (or spherical) polynomials, Tchebycheff poly-
nomials of the first and second kinds et cetera ([111]; pp.34-36). On the other hand 
\Fi includes as its special cases, Bessel functions, Whittaker functions, incomplete 
gamma functions, error functions, parabolic cylinder (or Weber) functions, Bateman's 
A;-function, Hermite polynomials, Laguerre polynomials and functions, Poisson-Charlier 
polynomials et cetera ([111]: pp.39-41). 
I. Bessel Functions 
The Bessel function Jn{z) is defined by means of the generating function 
e^^(^-z(t-^-X\ - ^J„(z)r , (1.5.1) 
for t 7^  0 and for all finite z. 
Bessel function Jn{z) is also defined by 
*:"-() 
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for // not a negative integer. If n is a negative integer, we pnt 
Uz) =- [-\y\)-n{z) . (1.5.3) 
Eqs. (1.5.2) and (1.5.3) together define Jn[z) for all finite z and n. 
Bessel functions are solutions of differential equation 
2^  0 + ^ ^  + (^ ^ - n')y = 0 (n > 0), (1.5.4) 
which is called Bessel's equation. 
We note that 
^n{A = T^ / , -,^0^1 _ ; n + l; (1.5.5) 
Modified Bessel Functions 
The modified Bessel function of the first kind of index n, In{z) is defined by means 
of the generating function 
expf~z(t+j]] = ^ / „ (z ) i " , (1.5.6) 
^ ^ ' ' n=—oo 
for t ^  0 and for all finite z. 
Modified Bessel function In{z) is also defined by 
oo f z^\2k+n 
for n a positive integer or zero. For negative n, we define 
A;! r{k-n+l) 
°° fz\2k-n 
fc=0 
from which we deduce 
In{z) = I-niz) (n = 0,1,2.. . .) . (1.5.9) 
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M()difi(Hl Besscl functions are solutions of differential equation 
az^ dz 
(1.5.10) 
which is known as Bessel's modified equation. 
We note that 
(ir In{z) 
r(n + l) QF\ _;n + i; J (1.5.11) 
The modified Bessel function of the second kind of index n (or Macdonald's func-
tion), Kn{z) is defined by 
_ TT /-„(z) - In{z) 
^n\Z) — _ • t \ 
2 sm(n7r) 
(1.5.12) 
We note that 
Kn{z) = V^(22)"exp(-z)^ n-h - , 2n + 1; 2z (1.5.13) 
II. Digamma, Polygamma and Incomplete Gamma Functions 
The digamma function (or logarithmic derivative function) •(/^ (z) is defined by 
^(,) = j-JnTiz) = ^ (.^0,-1,-2,...). T.5.14) 
The digamma function has the same domain of definition as the gamma function. 
The series representation of digamma function is given by 
°° / 1 1 \ 
where 7 is the Euler-Mascheroni constant(or Euler's constant) defined by 
0.577215... . (1.5.1G) / " 1 \ 7 = lira I >^ In n ] 
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By repeated differentiation of the digamnia function (1.5.14), we define tlie family 
of polygamina functions by 
"^'^'^'^ = . 7 ^ ^ ^ " ^ ^ " ^ (m = l , 2 , . . . ) . 
The series representation of polygamma function is given by 
oo 
i^^-^\z) = ( - i r + ^ m ! ^ ( m = l , 2 , . . . ) . (1.5.17) 
n=0 ^ ' 
For z = l, Eq. (1.5.17) gives 
V'^ '^ Hl) = {~ir^' mlCim + l) (m = l , 2 , . . . ) , (1.5.18) 
where 
oo 
C(v) = V 
oo , 
is the Riemann zeta function. 
The incomplete gamma function 7(a, z) is defined by 
7 ( Q , 2 ) = /" r - ^ exp(-t)dt (Re(a )>0 ; (|arg(z)| < TT). (1.5.20) 
Jo 
The complementary incomplete gamma function r{a^ z) is defined by 
/
oo 
r - ' exp(-t)di (|arg(z)| < TT). (1.5.21) 
Prom Eqs. (1.5.20) and (1.5.21), it follows that 
^{a,z) + r{a,z) = r{a) . (1.5.22) 
For fixed z, r (a , z) is an entire (integral) function of a, while 'y{a,z) is a mcro-
morphic function of a, with simple poles at the points a = 0, — 1, — 2 , . . . . 
The series representation of incomplete gamma function is given by 
( -1)" 2" 
n! (n + a) 7(a,z) = z - J 2 \ ^ ^ (Re(a)>0) (1.5.23) 
71=0 
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and the series representation of conipleinentary incomplete gaiinna function is giv<;n 
(1.5.24) r(Q, z) = Via) - ^" T \f . \ iM^^) > 0) . 
»i=0 (// + a) 
We note that 
and 
r (a ,2) = exp(-2) ^ [ 1 - Q , 1-cv; 2] 
(1.5.25) 
(1.5.26) 
III. Error Functions 
The error function erf(z) is defined by the integral 
2 r d{z) = —;= / exp{-t^)dt (-00 < 2 < 00). 
V7r7o eri 
(1.5.27) 
This function is encountered in probability theory, the theory of errors, the theory 
of heat conduction and various branches of mathematical physics. 
The error function erf(2) is also defined by 
erf(2) = 4-y i-irz n ,2n+l 
0 F ^ nl (2n + 1) {\z\ < CX)). ;i.5.28) 
The complementciry error function erfc(z) is defined by 
7^ exp{-f)dt :i.5.29) 
The alternative notations 
Erf(2) = — erf(2), Erfc(2) = ^ e r f c ( z ) (1.5.30) 
are sometimes used for the error functions. 
We note that 
Erf(2) = ^ e r f ( 2 ) = i 7 f ^, = 2 iF| ) ^ i 1 3 2' 2' ^ 1.5.311 
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Mud 
Erfc(^) = ^ e r f c ( ^ ) = ^ r Q , . ^ \ oxp(-^-^)^ 1 1 
2 ' 2 ' 
(1.5.32) 
IV. Whittaker Functions and Parabolic Cylinder Functions 
Whittaker's functions of the first and second kinds, Mk,^{z) and Wk,^{z) are defined 
by 
MkA^) = z^+Uw(-]^z\ iF, / i - A; + - ; 2/i+ 1; 2 
= z^""^^ exp I - z j $ /i + A: + - ; 2 / / + l ; -^ 
(2// ^ - 1 , - 2 , - 3 , . . . ) (1.5.33) 
and 
)Li-fc+- , 2/xH- 1; z 
= Wt,,.^{z) 
{2fi f - 1 , - 2 , - 3 , . . . ) . (1.5.34) 
We note the following special cases of the Whittaker's functions Mk^p.{z) and 
^ = exp ( - ^ ) M _ I / 4 , 1/4(2 )^ = erf(2) 
and 
^ exp f - ?- 1 M/_ 1/4,1/4 (2^) = erfc(2) 
1.5.35) 
1.5.36) 
The parabolic cylinder (or Weber) function Di,{z) is defined by 
D,[z) = 2-^ /2 exp f - ^ 2 2 ^ ^ 1 1 1 2 
= 2 ( - ) / . e x p ( - l 2 ^ ) 2 ^ ( l - i . , | , i 2 ^ ) . (1.5.37) 
The parabolic cylinder function D^(2) has the following integral representation 
^-AA = p ^ y exp f- ^2'") y r - ' exp ("-2^ - ^ f^ ") rf^ (2 e C; Re(i/) > 0). 
(1.5.38) 
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The ixirabolic cylinder function D^{z) satisfies ihv, followinff differential ecjiiation 
We note that 
= 2-^ /^  exp ( 4 ) //„ (^^ 
( j / - 0 , ± l , ± 2 , . . . ) . (1.5.40) 
V. Legendre Polynomials and Functions 
Tlie Legendre (or spfierical) polynomials Pn{z) are defined by means of the gener-
ating function 
oo 
{l~2zt + f)-'/^ = Y,Pn{z)t'' {\t\<l- \z\<l). (1.5.41) 
n=0 
Legendre polynomials Pn{z) are also defined by 
(_l)fc(2n-2A;)!(z) 1/^^171-2*: 
^^^^> Z ^ 2"fc!(n-fc)!(n-2fc)! " 
Legendre polynomials are solutions of differential equation 
which is called Legendre's differential equation. 
We note that 
Pn{z) = 2Fx -n, n + 1; 1; l - z 
(1.5.42) 
;i.5.43) 
(1.5.44) 
The associated Legendre functions of the first and second kinds, P^{z) and Q'^{z), 
respectively are defined by 
P:\Z) = (1 - ^2)^2 p^(^) (,„ = ( ) , l , 2 , . . . , n ) ;i.5.45) 
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and 
Q-(^) = {I - zY^'^ £-(Uz) (m = () , l ,2 , . . . , / / ) . ;i.5.4G) 
Associated Legendre functions of the first and second kinds fire solutions of differ-
ential equation 
which is called associated Legendre equation. 
For m = 0, we get the special case 
P^iz) = Pn{z). 
We note that 
^w = W^) (j^)""' '^ ' -n, n-f- 1; 1 — TO; l - z 
(1.5.48) 
(1.6.49) 
and 
Qn{z) = V^exp(zTO7r) r (m + n + l) {z^ - l)'"/^ 
X2F1 
(•2)n+l 
1 
2 
r (n + I) (z)'"+"+i 
3 1 
^(m + n + l), ^(TO + n) -I- 1; n + - ; — 
1 
2' ;i.5.50) 
VI. Hermite Polynomials 
The Hermite polynomials Hn{z) are defined by means of the generating function 
°° H (z) t"' 
exp(2zt- t2) = Y^ "^ ^' (|t| < 00; 1^1 < 00). (1.5.51) 
n=0 
Hermite polynomials Hn{z) are also defined by 
[t] 
Hn{z) = Yl 
fc=0 
(-l)^n!(2z)"-^^ 
k\ (n - 2 -^)! (1.5.52) 
Hermite polynomials are solutions of differential equation 
TT - 22 — + 2ny = 0, dz'^ dz ; 1.5.53) 
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which is called Heriiiite's equation. 
We note that 
n —n + I 1 
VII. Laguerre Polynomials 
1 1 
—' , 2 
(1.5.54) 
The Laguerre polynomials Ln (z) are defined by means of the generating function 
( r i V ' " ^ ( 0 ^ ) ^ ^ ^" ' '^ '^ '" (|t| < 1; 0 < . < ex.). (1.5.55) 
Laguerre polynomials Ln (z) are also defined by 
Ll^'\^) - E / " ^ ^ 7 u , ? ^ ; r , (A: = 0,1,2,. . .) . (1.5.56) 
^-^ In — r)! (A; + ry.rl 
r=0 ' 
Laguerre polynomials are solutions of the differential equation 
which is called Laguerre's equation. 
We note that 
When A; = 0, the resultant polynomial is denoted by Ln{z). Thus, we have 
Ln{z) = L^^\z). (1.5.59) 
Lji{z) is called the simple Laguerre polynomial or just the Laguerre polynomial when 
no confusion with Ln {z) is anticipated. 
VIII. Gegenbauer (or Ultraspherical) Polynomials 
The Gegenbauer (or ultraspherical) polynomials C^{z) are defined by means of 
the generating function 
oo . 
{l-2zt + t y = Y^C,':{z)f^ {\t\<l; \z\<l;X>--). (1.5.60) 
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Gcgenbauor polynomials C^{z) are also dofined by 
c::{z) = i-irJ2 
k=Q 
-A \ fn - k 
n — k 
(•2^r'- '^^  ( n - 1 , 2 , . . . ) . (1.5.G1) 
Gegenbauer polynomials are solutions of differential equation 
dPy dy {l-z^)-^-{2\+l)z-f- + n{n + 2X)y = 0. 
We note that 
ciw^'"-^;-'),.. 
—n, 2A + n ; 
A+^ 
1 - 2 
(1.5.62) 
(1.5.63) 
For A = - , we get the special case 
Ci{z) = Pn{z) (n = 0,1,2,. . .) . (1.5.64) 
IX. Jacobi Polynomials 
The Jacobi polynomials Pn' (z) axe defined by means of generating function 
{l-t + R)-''{l + t + Ry'^ = ^Pi''''^\z)r 
n=0 
{R:={\-2zt + ty/^: aj>-l). 
y{c,J) Jacobi polynomials Pn ' {z) are also defined by 
pi-^)(2)=Y: 
fc=0 
n + Q \ / n + /?\ fz — 1\ fz+1 
n — k I \n — k 
n—k 
Jacobi polynomials are solutions of differential equation 
^y dy ( l - 2 ' ) T 4 + ( / ^ - t t - ( a + / ? + 2 ) 2 ) / + n ( n + Q + / ? + l ) ? / = 0 
dz'^ 
We note that 
TV. 
dz 
-n, n + a + ft + I] a + I; 
;i.5.65) 
;i.5.66) 
;i.5.67) 
;i.5.68) 
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and 
Also, we note the following special cases of Jacobi polynomials Pn"'''^'(z): 
pfo)(2) = P„(z) (n = 0,1,2. . . ) , (1-5.69) 
lim F("'^ ) f 1 - ^ 1 - L^:\^) (n = 0,1,2,...) (1.5.70) 
r(A + i ) r ( n + 2A) „(A-i.A-i) 
r(2A) r(n + A + i) 
; ^ ^ . - , . . - , ; ^ ^ ^ ^ ^^^^^ ^ j ^ ^^^ 
1.6. GENERATING FUNCTIONS 
Laplace introduced the concept of 'generating function' in 1812. Since then the 
theory of generating functions has been developed into various directions. A generating 
fvinction may be used to define a set of functions, to determine differential or pure 
recurrence relations, to evaluate certain integrals et cetera. Generating relations of 
special functions arise in a diverse range of applications in quantum physics, molecular 
chemistry, harmonic analysis, multivariate statistics, number theory et cetera. 
Generating functions play an important role in the investigation of various useful 
properties of the sequences which they generate. They are used as Z-transforms in 
solving certain classes of difference equations which arise in a wide variety of problems 
in operational research (including, for example, queuing theory and related stochastic 
processes). Generating functions can also be used with an effect for the determination 
of the asymptotic behaviour of the generated sequence {/n}^o as n —> oo by suitably 
adapting Darboux's method. Furthermore, the existence of a generating function for 
a sequence {/„} of numbers or functions may be useful for finding X)^o f^ ^y *^^ 
summability methods due to Abel and Cesaro. There are various methods of obtaining 
generating functions for a fairly wide variety of sequences of special functions (and 
polynomials), see for example [69, 111]. 
Linear Generating Functions 
Consider a two variable function F{x,t), which possesses a formal (not necessarily 
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convergent for i ^  0) power series expansion in t such that 
oo 
F{x,t) = XI/"(^)^"' (l-^-^) 
n=0 
where each member of the coefficient set {/n(x)}^o is independent of t. Then, the 
expansion (1.6.1) of F(x, t) is said to have generated the set {/n(a;)} and F{x, t) is called 
a linear generating function (or simply, a generating function) for the set {fn{x)}. 
This definition may be extended slightly to include a generating function of the 
type: 
oo 
G(x,i) = Y,c^gr,{x)r, (1.6.2) 
n=0 
where the sequence {c„}^o "^^y contain the parameters of the set gnix), but is inde-
pendent of X and t. 
If Cn and gn{x) in expansion (1.6.2) are prescribed, and if we can formally determine 
the sum function G{x, t) in terms of known special functions, then we say that the 
generating functions G{x, t) has been found. 
Further, if the set {/n(a^)} is defined for n = 0 ,±1 ,±2 , . . . , then the definition 
(1.6.2) may be extended in terms of the Laurent series expansion: 
oo 
F*{x,t) - Yl 'rnfn{x)t\ (1.6.3) 
n=—oo 
where the sequence {7n}^_oo is independent of x and t. 
Bilinear and Bilateral Generating Functions 
If a three-variable function F{x,y,t) possesses a formal power series expansion in 
t such that 
oo 
F{x,y,t) = X7n/n(x) /n(? / ) t" , (1.6.4) 
n=0 
where the sequence {7n} is independent of x, y and t, then F{x, y, t) is called a bilinear 
generating function for the set {fn{x)}. 
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More generally, if T{x,y, t.) can he exj)an(led in i)()wers of t in the torni 
oo 
n=0 
where a{n) and /?(n) are function of n wfiich are not necessary equal, then also ^ ( . T , y. f) 
is called a bilinear generating function for the set {/„(x)}. 
Further, suppose that a three-variable function H{x, y, t) has a formal power series 
expansion in t such that 
oo 
H{x,y,t) = 5;^/^„/„(x)5„(^;)t^ (1.6.6) 
n=0 
where the sequence {hn} is independent oi x, y and t, and the sets of functions 
{fn{x)}^^o and {pn(a;)}^o ^ ^ different. Then H{x,y,t) is called a bilateral gener-
ating function for the set of {/n(a:)} or {gn{x)}. 
The above definition of a bilateral generating function, may be extended to include 
bilateral generating function of the type: 
oo 
'H{x,y,t) = ^lnfa{n){x)g8(n){yW, (1 .6 .7 ) 
n=0 
where the sequence {7^} is independent of x, y and t, the sets of functions {/r!(^)}^o 
and {gn{x)}'^=o are different, and a{n) and /?(n) are functions of n 
which are not necessarily equal. 
Multi-variable, Multi-linear, Multi-lateral and Multiple Generating Func-
tions 
Suppose that G(xi, X2,.. . , Xri i) is a function of r-|-1 variables, which has a formal 
expansion in powers of t such that 
0 0 
G'(Xi ,X2, . . . ,Xr; i ) = ^ C „ ( 7 „ ( X | . X 2 , . . . , X r ) r , (1.6.8) 
n=0 
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where the sequence {cr,} is iiulependent of the variables .i:i.;r2, .-• ,:'•,. and i. Then 
G{XI,X2T .. ,Xj-]t) is called a generating function for the set {.<';n('^ i,;''2-• • • ^••'^T-JI^O 
corresponding to the nonzero coefficients Cn. 
Similarly, we extend the definition of bilinear and bilateral generating functions to 
include such multivariable generating functions as: 
oo 
^ ( X i , X2, . . . , X r ; y u y 2 , - - - , y r ; t ) = ^ 7 n / a ( n ) ( a : i , X2 • • • , Xr) fl3{n){y\, ?/2 • • • , yr)t'' 
n = 0 
(1.6.9) 
and 
HiXi,X2, . . . ,Xr; yi,y2, • • • ,ys;t) = ^ hnfa{n){xuX2, •••,Xr) 5/?(n) (Z/l, ?/2, • • • , 2 / s ) i " , 
n=Q 
(1.6.10) 
respectively. 
A multi-variable generating function G{xi,X2, • • • •,Xr;t) given by Eq. (1.6.8) is 
said to be a multi-linear generating function if 
gniXi,X2,...,Xr) = fat{n){Xi)fa2(n){x2)---far(n){Xr), (1.6.11) 
where Qi(n), Q2(n),.. . , Qr(n) are functions of n which are not necessarily equal. More 
generally, if the functions occuring on the right hand side of (1.6.11) are all different, 
then the multi-variable generating function (1.6.8) is called a multi-lateral generating 
function. 
A natural further extension of the multi-variable generating function (1.6.8) is a 
multiple generating function which may be defined by 
^ ( X i , X 2 , . . . , X r ; tut2,.--,tr) 
oo 
^ C(nl,n2,•••,r^^)^„,,„2,...,„,(2;l,X2,...,a:,)i"'f2'•••C^ (1-6.12) 
n\ ,n2,.->Tir=0 
where the multiple sequence {C{ni, n2 , . . . , rir)} is independent of the variables Xi,X2, • • • ,Xr 
and ^1, ^ 2 , . . . , t,-. 
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Further, definitions (1.6.8) and (1.6.12) nmy be (extended in t(!rnis of tl)e Laurent 
series expansions: 
(X) 
G * ( X i , X 2 , . . . , X r ; 0 = X ] <^n9n{xuX-2,...,Xr)t" (1.6.13) 
T l = — O O 
and 
* * ( X i , X 2 , . . . , X r ; ti,t2,...,tr) 
Yl <^{«l."2,...,n,)^„^,„3„..,„,(xl,x2,...,x,)i^'i^^..^;?^ (1.6.14) 
ni,n2,--,nr=—oo 
respectively. 
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CHAPTER 2 
SUMMATION FORMULAE FOR GENERALIZED VOIGT 
FUNCTIONS 
2.1. INTRODUCTION 
It is well established that linear integral operators defined by convolution integrals 
play an important role in various fields of physics. In astrophysics, the fundamental 
equations of stellar statistics axe of this type. Other remarkable examples axe the Voigt 
functions K{x,y) and L{x,y). 
The Voigt functions K{x,y) and L{x,y) introduced by Voigt [115] in 1899, play 
an important role in several diverse fields of physics. These functions c ccur in great 
diversity in astrophysical spectroscopy, neutron physics, plasma physics and statistical 
communication theory, as well as in some areas in mathematical physics and engineering 
associated with multi-dimensional analysis of spectral haxmonics. 
The functions K{x,y) and L{x,y) have the following representations [92]: 
1 r°° f 
K{x,y) = ^ exp{-yt )cos(xt)dt (x G K; ?/€ IR+) (2.1.1) 
V7!" Jo 4 
and 
1 f^ t^ 
L{x,y) = -— exp{-yt--)sm{xt)dt (.x G ffi; yeR^) (2.1.2) 
VTT Jo 4 
so that 
K{x,y) + iL{x,y) = — exp (-{y - ix)t --fj dt 
= exp{{y-ixf){l-evi{y~ix)} (2.1.3) 
and 
K{x,y)-iL{x,y) = — exp (-{y + ix)t --fj dt 
- exp{{y + ixf){l-CTi{y + ix)}, (2.1.4) 
where the error function erf(^) is defined by Eq. (1.5.28). 
The function K{x,y) + iL{x,y) is. except for a numerical factor, id(>nt,ical to the 
so-called plasma dispersion function, which is tabulated by Fried and Coute [29] and by 
Fettis et al. [28]. In any given physical problem, a numerical or analytical evaluation of 
the Voigt functions K{x, y) and L(x, y) (or of their aforementioned variants) is required. 
Further, we note that the Bessel function J^(x), defined by Eq. (1.5.2), is the 
defining oscillatory kernel of Hankel's integral transform 
/•OO 
{H,f){x) = / f{t)Mxt)dt. (2.1.5) 
Jo 
Furthermore, we have 
[Y IT 
J_iiz) = \ — cosz, Ji(z) = \ — sinz. (2.1.6) 
^ S -Kz ^ \'-Kz 
Motivated by these relationships, Srivastava and Miller [112] and Srivastava and 
Chen [106], introduced and studied rather systematically a unification (and general-
ization) of the Voigt functions K{x,y) and L{x,y) in the form: 
fx C^ f 
V;,./(x,y) = W - / t^'exY>{-yt--)J,{xt)dt {x,y eW^:Re{^ +v) >-I). (2.1.7) 
Now, from Eqs. (2.1.1),(2.1.2) and (2.1.6), it follows that 
K{x,y) = Vi_x{x,y) and L{x,y) = Vii{x,y). (2.1.8) 
Many authors studied various mathematical properties and computational meth-
ods concerning the Voigt functions, see for example Reiche [92], Armstrong and Nicholls 
[9], Haubold and John [45], Srivastava and Miller [112], Klusch [60], Srivastava and 
Chen [106] and Yang [117]. 
Motivated by the contributions toward the unification (and generalization) of the 
Voigt functions (see for example [9, 28,29,45,60,78,92,106,112,115,117]) and due to the 
fact that these functions play a rather important role in several diverse fields of ])hysics, 
in this chapter, we derive some summation formulae for generaliz(;d Voigt functions. 
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In Section 2.2, we discuss the representations of Voigt functions in terms of other 
special functions and consider the multi-variable Voigt functions. In Section 2.3, we 
derive some summation formulae for Voigt functions of two and three variables. In 
Section 2.4, we derive a number of summation formulae for various special functions as 
applications of summation formulae derived in Section 2.3. Finally, we give concluding 
remarks in Section 2.5. 
2.2. REPRESENTATIONS OF VOIGT FUNCTIONS 
We note the following expression of generalized Voigt functions V^^^{x,y) ([112], 
p.ll3(10)): 
^-^ V\v-Vm,^-\) rrv.m \ 2 / 
m T)—n \ / \ / 
(Re(/x + i/) > - 1 ) (2.2.1) 
T7i,n=0 
which, upon separation of the n-series into its even and odd terms, yields ([112], 
p. l l3( l l )) 
^iiA^.v) 
2/i-2 2;"+2 r 1 
- (M + Z^+1); i^+1, 2' ~^''^' 
2 ? / r ( i ( / i + i. + 2)) ^2 -(/i + j^ + 2); y ^ \ - . - x ^ / 
(Re(/i + z / ) > - l ) , (2.2.2) 
where ^2 is Humbert's confluent hypergeometric functions of two variables defined by 
Eq. (1.4.9). 
For // = —iv = i, Eq. (2.2.2) evidently reduces to the known representation ([26], 
p.L76(8)) 
K{x,y) = *2 i i 1 _ 2 2 2' 2' 2' ^ '^ - ^ * , 0F 
1 ^ " 2 9 
' 2 2 (2.2.3) 
while the special case /i = i/ = | of Eq. (2.2.2) yields ([26], p.L76(9)) 
"3 3 3 2x 
/IT 
1 "^  ^ 2 2 
^ ; 2 ' 2 ' ~ ^ ' ^ - 2xy ^2 
2 „.2 
2' 2' 2' (2.2.4) 
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FYirther, we note the following representation of generalized Voigt functions V,, „(.T, //) 
([60]; p.236(30), (for z = | ) ) : 
V;,,(X,T/) = X +2 22^/^ ) exp I y 1 2 ^ n , , , ^ + 1 ) ^ 1 ^'-(M+.+'in+l) ( V 2 2/) 
^ ' n=0 ^ ' 
( X , ? / G M + ; Re(/i + i/) > - 1 ) , (2.2.5) 
where Di,{z) is the parabolic cylinder function defined by Eq. (1.5.37). Also, we note 
the following integral representation for the parabolic cylinder function ([60]; p.231(12)) 
(for w = \/2w, t = -^) see also [68], 
r t""^ exp ( - w t - M dt = 2"/^ r(i/) exp ( y j D_^(\/2w) (ti; G C; Re(jy) > 0). 
(2.2.6) 
Recently, Pathan ei al. [78] introduced and studied the multi-variable Voigt func-
tions of the first kind, of the following form: 
K[x,,X2, ...,XnM = (^)""^' / ^^'""^^' ^M-yt - T ) n (cos(2;,0)rf^ 
(xi,X2,. . . ,x„eIR; 2 /eE+) (2.2.7) 
and 
L[xi,X2,...,Xn,2/] = (7r)-"/2 / i ( i -") /2exp(-?/^---)JJ(s in(x,0)rf i 
(x i ,X2, . . . ,x„eK; ? / G K + ) . (2.2.8) 
The generalized (unified) multi-variable Voigt functions are defined by means of 
integral ([78]; p.253(2.4)): 
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TOO ^ 2 " 
X / ti'ex^{-yt-~)\[{Ju^{x^t))dt 
n 
(xi,X2,...,x„G]R+; //,t/,Gi?+; Re(/i + J ] / / , ) > - 1 ) . (2.2.9) 
Forn = 1, Eqs. (2.2.7),(2.2.8) and (2.2.9) reduce to elementary integrals (2.1.1),(2.1.2) 
and (2.1.7) respectively. 
We note the following relation ([78]; pp.253-254(2.7)): 
^^."i.'^v.^n V" l^' -^2) • • • ) ^ m y) — 
(2)^- t (Xi)-'^S (X2)'^ + ^  • • . {XnY-"-' [ p . 1 
r(i/i +1) r(i/2 +1) • • • r(i/„ +1) 1 4 
X ^ (n+1) 
X 'I' (n+1) 
1 1 
2 (^ + 5Z '^ j + •^ )' '^ i + 1 . ^ 2 + 1 , . • •, i^ n +1 ,2 ; ~^i ' ~^ 2> • • • > - 4 ' y^ 
1 " 
-2r/r(-(/i + ^ i . , + 2)) 
1 " 3 11 
2 (^ + XI •^' + ^)' 1^ + 1> 2^ + 1, • • • , i^ n + 1, 2^  - ^ 1 ' ~^2i • • • > -3:^. ?/^  f" 
j=l J j 
(a:i,3;2,...,x„ € K; ^,?/eK+; Re(/i + Xi / j ) > -1), (2.2.10) 
j=i 
where ^2 is confluent hypergeometric series in n-vaxiables defined by Eq. (1.4.17). 
2.3. SUMMATION FORMULAE FOR GENERALIZED VOIGT FUNG 
TIONS V^,^{x,y) AND V^,,,r,{x,y,z) 
First, we recall some results, which form the ground to accomplish our task of 
establishing summation formulae for V^^,y{x,y) and Vn,„,n{x,y, z). 
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Al-Salam and Carlitz [3] discussed the properties of some functions associated 
with the Bessel functions. For our interest, we consider the expansion formula ([3]; 
p.916(2.13)), for A = 2//, u = ^— ^ to get the following result: 
(2x)"-2''(2/)" ^ (2/i + 2n) r(2/x + n) 
n=0 
X J2(n+n) (4x) 2Fi[-n, 2n + n; a + 1; y'^]. (2.3.1) 
We observe that the above result involve Bessel function J„(a;) and hypergeometric 
function 2F1 defined by Eq. (1.3.23). Again, we consider the same expansion formula 
for A = /i + u to get the following result: 
{2yr (x) '^-M--r(/ /+l)r(i / + l) y > {fi + u + 2n){fi + u)n 
(// + i/)r(a + l) ^ n! 
_ [2yr[xr---l\fi+l)l\u + L) y . 
X J^+„ {2X) J^+ri (2x) 4F3 
— n, L^i + i^  + n, // + l , i / + l 
Q + 1, KM + i^  + 1), |(/x + i^ ) + 1 
y^ 
(2.3.2) 
involving generalized hypergeometric series 4F3 defined by Eq. (1.3.36) and the product 
of Bessel functions. 
Next, we recall a result of Bailey [10] involving the product of Bessel functions 
(xy~k-u „V ^ (p + 2/)r(p + /) 
12) ''^^^^ ^^ (^ )^ = r(fe + i)r(. + i) g n 
X J^2i{x) F4[-/, p + /; A; + 1,1/ + 1; x^^  v% (2.3.3) 
where F4 is Appell's double hypergeometric series defined by Eq. (1.4.4). 
Further, we recall Gegenbauer's addition theorem for the Bessel functions ([116]; 
Ch. 11): 
'-f^ = r V{u) f^iu + r) C;(.) '-^ : ^ , (2.3.4) 
where 
9:= {x^ + y^-2xyuy/\ 
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and Cr («) is the Gegenbauer (or ultrtvspherical) polynomial defined by Eq. (1.5.61). 
The Laguerre polynomials Ln \x) defined by Eq. (1.5.56) also satisfy a large 
number of useful summation formulae. We recall the following summation formula for 
the Laguerre polynomials ([105]; p. 197(3.14)): 
i - i n x + y)" , ( a , . a . ) / 2 / - x \ ^ ( - 1 ) " 
(ai + 1)N (a2 + 1) 
(2.3.5) 
where PJi (x) is the Jacobi polynomial defined by Eq. (1.5.66). 
in the process of establishing the summation formulae, we use the following oper-
ation: 
(O): Multiplication by f^ exp{—wt ) and then integration with respect to t from 
^ = 0 to t = oo. 
First, we replace x by xt in Eq. (2.3.1). Then performing the operation {O) on 
the resultant equation and using definition (2.1.7), we get 
n = 0 
.2 X2Fi[-n,2iJ. + n; a+1; y ]Va+a-2^c,'2^l+2n{4x,w). (2.3.6) 
Again, we replace x by xt in Eqs. (2.3.2) and (2.3.3). Then performing the 
operation (O) on the resultant equations and using definition (2.1.7) and definition 
(2.2.9) (for n = 2), we get 
^ _ (x)"-(/-+-+i)(2t/)'^+ir(/i+l)r(z/ + l) ^{fx + u + 2n)it, + u)r. 
X,F: 4^3 
-n, n-\-i> -\-n,iJi-irl,u -\-\ 
a + 1, |(/z + J^  + 1), K/x-I-1^) + 1 
y' '^(7+a—n—u, ii+ntU+n \^X, ZX, W) 
(2.3.7) 
and 
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KT+p_A._^,fc,^(w2;,t;x,M;) = 
{iY^^-^^^urHvrH-ip+2i)r{p+i) 
T{k+\)T{u+\) l\ 
X F4[-/, p + /; A; + 1, i^  + 1; «^ v'] K.,p+2/(:r, «;), (2.3.8) 
respectively. 
Further, we replace x by xt and ?/ by yi in Eq. (2.3.4). Then performing the 
operation {O) on the resultant equation and using definition (2.1.7) and definition 
(2.2.9) (for n = 2), we get 
V,^,,,{B,w) = f — J r ( z . ) ^ ( z / + r)C;(u)Kr_2.,.+r,.+r(x,2/,w). (2.3.9) 
^ y^ r=0 
Finally, we replace x by xH"^, y by yH'^ in Eq. (2.3.5) and multiply by Ju{zt). Then 
performing the operation (O) on the resultant equation and using definition (2.1.7) and 
definition (2.2.2) and interpreting the resulting quadruple series in terms of Kampe de 
Feriet's four variable hypergeometric series Ff^^^^^^^*,^^ defined by Eq. (1.4.20) (for 
n = 4), we get 
[ai + l )Ar(«2 + l)Af N y^ + x^ 
Kr+2/V,i/(2:,w) 
^ ' n=0 ' 
1:1;1;0;0 
^^0:1;1;1;1 
-,{a + iy+l): 
-n •,-N + n ;. 
: ai + 1 ;Qf2 + l ; i ^ + l 'A ; 
4x^,4y^, —2 ,^ w^ 
1:1;1;0;0 
-2^r(-(a + ^  + 2 ) ) / ^ ™ 
|(o- + i^  + 2 ) : -n •,-N + n ; 
: ai + 1 ; Q2 + 1 
1 5 
^ + 1 ;i 
4x'^ ,4?/^, —z^,up- (2.3.10) 
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2.4. APPLICATIONS 
We consider the following applications of summations formulae (2.3.6)-(2.3.10). 
X I. Taking w = Q and replacing x by — in summation formula (2,3.6), using relation 
(2.2.2) and simplifying we get 
iF, - ( a + a + 1); a + 1; -xy _ y . ( | ( a + Q + l))nr(2/i + n)x" 
n=0 r(2/i + 2n) n 
X 2^1 [-n, 2/i + n; a + 1; y] jFj - ( a + a + 1) + n; 2/i + 2n + 1; - x , (2.4.1) 
where iFi is confluent hypergeometric function defined by Eq. (1.3.27). 
Further, taking cr = o; + 1 in summation formula (2.4.1), we get 
(a + l)„r(2/i + n)x" 
exp(-xy) = ^ 
^^^ r(2/i + 2n)n! 
X IFI[Q; + n + 1; 2/i + 2n + 1; -x] 
2Fi[-n,2/i + n;Q;+ 1;?/] 
(2.4.2) 
Oc \ X 
II- Taking y = 1, fi = —^ u = -(a — 1), replacing x by — in summation formula 
Z* Zi Zd 
(2.3.7) and using ([3]; p.915(2.8)) 
(-n)r (a + l)2r (A + n)r \{\-a)n E 
r=0 
r ! (a + l ) , (A+l)2r (A + 2n)(A)„' (2.4.3) 
we get 
K,«(2x,z/;) = v ^ ^ i - l ^ V ; ^ i , ^ „ , ^ ^ „ ( x , x , ^ ) . (2.4.4) 
n = 0 
X 
Further, taking a = 0 and replacing x by — in summation formula (2.3.7) and 
Zt 
using relation (2.2.2), we get 
r ( - ( a + i))^2 2(^ + 1); I 'g ! -4a:\ , iy^ 
-2^r(^(a + 2))^2 - ( a + 2); 1 , - ; -4xV,w;'' 
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^^^_(^+.+i) p(^ + 1) r(!y + 1) ^ (/i + i/ + 2n)(// + //)„ E 
n! 
- n , fx + i> + n,n+ l,i/+l 
l , | ( / i + i / + l ) 4 ( / / + i.) + l 
which after taking y = 0 and replacing cr by cr + /i-h i^  yields 
X4F3 V(T-;j-i/, ;i+„,i/+„(x, X, ?i;), (2.4.5) 
r ( i ( a+ / /+ i /+ l ) ) iF i 1 / . N 1 2 
,1 
-2w;r(-(cr + /i + j/ + 2))iFi 1 3 
-(a + /x + z/ + 2);-;w2 
(.)-<.^-^-. r ( , ^ 1) r ( . t l ) g ; (M ^ -*- ^(>- ^ •-)•. v;,^^„,,„(, . , , . , . p.4.6) 
(2)''-'(;< + "') 
n=0 n\ 
I I I . Taking u = v — \, k = P, p = 2^, v = 13 - \, I = n, and replacing x by 2x in 
summation formula (2.3.8), and again using Eq. (2.4.3), we get 
1 °° (-) 
Next, taking i; ^ 0 in summation formula (2.3.8) and using the limit 
1 
(2.4.7) 
l i m ^ ^ 
2'^r(j/ + i ) ' (2.4.8) 
we get 
K+p-fc,fc(wa^ ,« )^ = [ 2 ) 
x\fc-P {uY+-2 ^{p+2l)r{p + l) E , 2 ; r(A: + l ) - ^ /! 
X2Fi [ - / ,p+ / ; A; + 1; w ]^ V;,;>+2K2;>«^ )> 
which after taking u = 1 and using the following relation ([111]; p.30(8)) 
(c - b)n 
(2.4.9) 
2Fi[-n,b; c; 1] = (c)n (n = 0,l ,2,--- ; c ^ 0 , - l , - 2 , - - - ) , (2.4.10) 
yields 
K a+p—k 
1=0 
x\''-p^i-iy{p + 2i)r{p + i){p-k)i 
i\r{k + i + i) 
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V„,f^2iix,w). (2.4.11) 
Further, taking w = 0 and replacing x by —x in summation formula (2.4.11), using 
relation (2.2.2) and simplifying, we get 
i F i (a + p+l); k+l;x 
X i F , 
r (p-f / ) (\{(J + P+l)) {p-k)ix^ 
Y{p + 2l){k + \)il\ E 
/=o 
-((T + p + l ) + /; P + 2/ + 1; X (2.4.12) 
Now, taking u,v —> 0 in summation formula (2.3.8) and using integral representa-
tion (2.2.6), we get 
,10" {xr^ exp(^)D_(.^^i)(^t.) = ^^f^--^^ E (2)(|(p-)) ~ (p + 2/)r(p + o 
/! 
Va,p+2l{x,w). 
(2.4.13) 
Again, by using relation (1.5.68), summation formula (2.4.9) can be expressed 
alternatively as 
(2.4.14) 
1=0 
Further, taking p = A; + - in summation formula (2.4.14) and using the following 
relation ([89]; p.734) between Jacobi polynomials Pn \x) and Gegenbauer polynomi-
als Ci''\x) 
^»'"''w = (AT?);''-'''^<^+"' (2.4.15) 
we get 
1 ~ (A: + 2/ + | ) r ( / + | ) 
K.,M,.) = ,l^jur.rik^-)^ ^^ ^^ ,^ 
/=o 
,(fc+|) 
x c ^ ' ^ ( ^ / ^ ^ ^ ) v ; , , + 2 / + I ( ^ , ^ ) > (2.4.16) 
which, after taking A; = 0, using relation (2.2.2) and the following relation ([HI]; 
p.72(9)) between Gegenbauer polynomials C^(a;) and Legendre polynomials P„(x) 
dj\x) = P„(x), (2.4.17) 
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gives 
r(^(<T+^))*2 1 o(<^ + ^ ) 5 i ' 7 ^ ; - « ^ ' 2 2 2 - W -2. / ; r( i (a+^))*2 
1. 5, 3 {(r + ^);h^--u'x\w' 
— ; ^ — 2 ^ 7^1 ^^2/(vi -w2)v;2/+i(3:,w). 
/ = 0 
;! 
(2.4.18) 
Finally, taking t; = u in summation formula (2.3.8), using relation (2.2.10) (for 
n — 2) and using the following relation ([111]; p.55(16)) 
a, 6, | ( c + c'), i(c + c ' - l ) ; 
c, f/, c + c/ — 1 ; 
F4[a,b] c,c'; x,x] = 4F3 4x (2.4.19) 
we get 
1 
(3) 
-{a + p+iy,k + l,u+ 1, - ; - M V , - W V , W^ 
-2wr(-(o- + p + 2 ) ) * (3) - ( a + p + 2); A; + 1, j^ + 1, - ; - i x V , - w V , w^ 
(x)-(^^) ~ (p + 2/)r(p + /) 
2(<7-i) Z ^ 
X v;,p+2/(x,w). 
/! 4-f^3 
-/,p + /,|(fc + i /+l) , | (A; + j / + 2); 
fc+l,i/ + l,/c + i / + 1 ; 
4w2 
(2.4.20) 
IV. Taking w = 0 in summation formula (2.3.9), using relation (2.2.2) and relation 
(2.2.10) (for n = 2), and simplifying we get 
i F i ^{a+l)-u+l;-9^ = £(i(^±i))^c>) 
r=0 
{U)r{u+l)r 
X ^ 2 
2 , .2 {a + I) + r; ly + r + 1, u + r + 1; - x ^ -?/ (2.4.21) 
Further, taking a = 21/ + 1 in summation formula (2.4.21), and using ([109]; 
p.322(182)) 
*2[7; 7,7; 2;,?/] = exp(2; + ?/)oFi[_; 7; x?/], (2.4.22) 
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and further expressing o^i in terms of modified Bessel functions h{z) defined by Eq. 
(1.5.7), we get 
exp{2xyu) = ^ £ ; ( J . + r) C;(w)/,+,(2x?/). (2.4.23) 
r=0 
Next, taking x = y in summation formula (2.3.9), we get 
' 2 ^ \ u+i K,_,,,(e,w) = - T{u)Y^{u + r)C!;{u)Va-2u,.^r,.Mx,x,w). (2.4.24) 
^ ^ / r=0 
Now, taking u = —1 in summation formula (2.4.24), and using relation (2.2.10) 
(for n = 2), rearranging the series and using the following transformation formula 
([109]; p.28(33)) 
jpp-0;0 
•^g: l ; l 
a i , a 2 , . . . , a p : _ ; _ ; 
Pi,P2,---,fiq:i';o- ; 
— p+2Fq+3 
Qi,a2, . . . ,ap, |(z^ + ( T - l ) , | ( i / + a) ; 
4x (2.4.25) 
for Kampe de Feriet's general double hypergeometric series Ff^l^ defined by Eq. 
(1.4.10) and the following relation 
(-l)"(2^)r 
Cri-l) = 
r\ 
(2.4.26) 
again rearranging the series and interpreting the resulting double series in terms of 
Kampe de Feriet's general double hypergeometric series Fj'^.^ 
'^^ ^ r(^  + i)^M>+i)rr! r 
" i ( a + l ) + r : i(2i/ + l ) + r 
: i^  + r + l,2z^ + 2r + 1 
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V2' 
• 1 
2 .,,2 4x^,w -2wr{ -{a + 2)+r 
^ -^0:2;1 
|(cT + 2) + r :U2u+l) + r 1 1 
2 ,,,2 
- 4x/',w 
•.u + r+l,2u + 2r+l ;f ; 
(2.4.27) 
Further, taking a = 1 and u = ^ in summation formula (2.4.27) and using Eq 
(2.1.8), we get 
4x^{-lYx'^ ^ T r + l : r + 1 
^^"'-^^^stkr^^^^^^^^ 1:1;0 1 :2r + 2,r + | ; | 2 ,„2 4x ,w 
1:1;0 
-2tor(r + - ) i^;^^ 
r + ^ : r + l 
2 ,„2 42;'^, w 
:2r + 2,r + f ; 2 ' 2 ' 
which after taking w; = 0 and using Eq. (1.5.31), yields ([90]; p.419(26)) 
V^ (-!)'• x^V! > ^ e x p , - 4 . ^ ) e r f ( 2 . ) = g i ^ 2 r 2 
r + l , r + l ; 
- 4 x 2 
2r + 2, r + 3 . 2 ' 
(2.4.28) 
. (2.4.29) 
V. Taking tt; = 0 in summation formula (2.3.10) and using relation (2.2.2) and 
simplifying we get 
( -1 )^ ( i (a + z. + 1))^ (4x2 ^. 4^2)^ . , _ ^, 
(ai + l)iv(Q!2 + l)Ar N y^ + x^ iFi (fT + t / + l ) + A^ ; i^+ 1; -^2 
N (-1)" 
^ n ! ( A ^ - n ) ! 
n=0 ^ ' 
i?(3) 
|(cr + i / + l ) : : _ ; _ ; _ : - n ; - i V + n 
4x^,4?/^, —2^ 
: : _ ; _ ; _ : « ! + I ; a 2 + 1 ; t ^ + l ; 
(2.4.30) 
Now, t ak ing y = ^, a = i>+lm s u m m a t i o n formula (2.4.30) and using t h e 
following t rans format ion formula ([90]; p.489(4)) 
a /r(3) 2^,1,?/ 
•• ) ) • ^ ! ^) '^  ) 
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(e - a)n ^2:l;0 a,a — e : -vi 
• ,^ y 
a — e — 71 : d ;« ; 
(2.4.31) 
we get 
(ai + l);v (^2 + 1)N V l + 4 a : / 
N 
= E ( - 1 ) " ( Q 2 - v)N-n p2:l;0 
- ' n ! ( i V - n ) ! ( a 2 + l)N-n 
n=0 
i / + l , i / - a 2 : - n ; _ 
1/ + n — a2 — /V : a i + 1 ; i/ + 1 ; 
2 .v2 4a:'^ , —2 
(2.4.32) 
Further, taking x = 0 in summation formula (2.4.32) and using Eq. (1.5.68), we 
get 
( - l ) ^ ( u + l ) ; v 
{a2 + \)NN\ iFi\u+N+\\v+l--z'^] 
= E ( - l ) " ( Q 2 - l ^ ) N - n 
^ r z ! ( A ^ - n ) ! ( a 2 + l)iv-n 2^2 (2.4.33) 
i^  + 1, z^  -0 :2 ; 
i/ + n — Q2 — iV, "^ + 1 ; 
Next, taking y = 0 in summation formula (2.3.10) and using the following relation 
( - l ) " ( n + Q2)! p^a . , . . ) (_ i ) 
n! 02'. 
(2.4.34) 
we get 
X 2N 
(a i + l);v/V! r(^ + i) t^n^HN-ny. { \2 n=0 
X i?(3) 
5((T + i / + l ) : : _ ; _ ; _ : - n ; . 
2 .^ 2 ,,,2 
::_;_;_:«!+ l;t^  + i;i ; 
4x , —2 , w -2w;r l - ( a + iy + 2) 
i?(3) 
;(fT + i/ + 2) : : _ ; _ ; _ : -n ;. 
4a;^ , —z^,up-
. 3 
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(2.4.35) 
Now, using relation (2.2.2) in summation formula (2.4.35) and then taking z = 0, 
we get 
{2x) J^{r(^( . + .-M) + iv),F. 
(al +1 ) 
-2wT[ ]^{a + u + 2) + N] jFj 
N 
-{a + u+\) + N- --w^ 
-(a + iy + 2) + N) 
•l-']] 
= E 
-niS^^G'—')*• -{a + u+ 1), - n ; ai + 1, - ; 4x^ w"^ 
1 
- 2 w r ( - ( a + i/ + 2) j ^1 1 3 
-((T + 1/ + 2), - n ; ai + 1, - ; 4x'^ , ^ } , (2.4.36) 
which on talcing w = 0 and a = u + 1, yields 
1 = 
{a, + l)NNl N E ( -1)" (z/+ 1)^ (2x)2^ ^ n! (A^-n)! 2Fi[-n, 1/ + 1; ai + 1; 4x2]. (2.4.37) 
2.5. CONCLUDING R E M A R K S 
In this chapter, we have derived several summations formulae for generalized Voigt 
functions V^_ (^x, y) and V^^U,T){X, y, z). We can extend this process to establish the sum-
mation formula for generalized multi-variable Voigt functions F ,^^ j,„2, ,i/n(2^1)^ 2, • • • ,Xn,y). 
To give an example, we consider the result ([89]; p.660(7)): 
© - f © . (.) (2.5.1) 
fc=0 
If we replace x by xt in Eq. (2.5.1) and multiply by t'^exp{—yt — ^ ) n i^i^ i^j^)) 
and use definition (2.2.9) to integrate with respect to t from t = 0 to t = oo, then we 
get 
/X\'^-^2 /X\'<^ 
[2) _ ^ [2) 
p / \ . i \ ''n+X,i^i,V2, , t '„(2;i,X2, • • • ,Xn,y) — / ^ 7j yn+k,k+X,Ui,i^2, ,i/„(X, X i , X2, • • • , X „ , ( / ) . 
(2.5.2) 
fc=o 
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For n = 1, summation formula (2.5.2) reducx^s to 
A + i (I) 
r(A + i) 
?. ..v^+x,uA^uy) ^ ^^j^Vn+kM^^i'A^^^i^y)-(I)' 
ifc=0 A:! 
(2.5.3) 
Further, let us reconsider summation formulae (2.3.4) and (2.3.5). 
First, we replace x by xt and y by yt in summation formula (2.3.4), and multiply 
1-2 
by t" Qxp{—wt — j ) n (-^ "j (^i*))- Then integrating the resultant equation with respect 
to t from t = 0 to i = oo (using definition (2.2.9)), we get 
— ) r(i/) ^ ( i / + r ) C; (u) 
X V(7-2j/,:/+r,t'+r,i/i,i>2,...,i/„_2(^5?/) ^ 1 ) ^ 2 ) • • • , 3 :n -2) '*^) - (2.5.4) 
For n = 2, summation formula (2.5.4) reduces to summation formula (2.3.9). 
Next, we replace x by xH^ and y by yH'^ in summation formula (2.3.5), and 
n - 3 
multiply by t''exp(—tut — ^ ) 11 ("^ i/jC^^ j*))- Then proceeding exactly as above, we get 
2 ^ 2 ( - l ) ^ ( x ^ + y T p ( c . a . ) r r - X 
(ai + 1)^ (Q2 + l)iv N 2 I ~2 ,2/ + a; Va-\-2N,i'i,U2,...,i'n-3\^l^~'^2, • • • ^Xn-^^W) 
Z ^ ZTT^ T^ TVT 1 r ( -(fT + 1^1 + t/2 + • • • + «^n-3 
r(i/i + l)r(i/2 + l)...r(i/„_3 + l ) ^ n ! ( i V - n ) ! i" V2 1) 
77il:li;l2;03;...;0„ 
: Qi + 1; Q;2 + 1 ; i^ i + 1; i^ 2 + 1; • • •; i^n-3 + i; 
1 . 
2 ' 
4x^, Ay^, -xi, -x^,..., -x^_3, w^ 2t/;r ( - ( a + i/i + i/2 + • •. + i^n-3 + 2) 
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I:li;l2;03;...;0n w r'':ii;i2;u3;..;uT, 
^ -^0-.l,;l2;l3;...;ln 
;(a + 1^1 + 1/2 + • • • + i^n-3 + 2) : -n ; -TV + n; 
: a i + 1; Q2 + 1 ; ^^ i + l;i/2 + 1; 
i^n-3 + 1; 
4x2, V , -xf, -xl..., -xl_^, w^ 
2 ' 
> , (2.5.5) 
where Ff.^^?^^.^''^!!^^ is Kampe de Feriet'smulti-variablehypergeometric series is defined 
by Eq. (1.4.20). 
For n = 4, summation formula (2.5.5) reduces to summation formula (2.3.10). It 
appears now clear that summation formulae (2.3.6)-(2.3.8) can easily be extended to 
multi-variable case. Thus, we are able to establish summation formulae for generalized 
(unified) multi-variable Voigt functions which may be found useful in some areas of 
mathematical physics and engineering associated with multi-dimensional analysis of 
spectral harmonics. 
Further, it is remarked that the representations of the Voigt functions in terms 
of other special functions can be used to find several other summation formulae for 
various other special functions. 
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CHAPTER 3 
SUMMATION FORMULAE FOR MULTIPLE 
HYPERGEOMETRIC SERIES 
3.1. INTRODUCTION 
Hypergeometric series in one or more variables occur naturally in a wide variety 
of problems in applied mathematics, statistics, operations research, theoretical physics 
and engineering sciences. Applications of multiple hypergeometric series in several 
diverse fields have been discussed by Exton [24,25]. Srivastava and Kashyap [110] also 
presented a number of interesting applications of hypergeometric series in one or more 
variables in queuing theory and related stochastic processes. The work of Niukkanen 
[71] on the multiple hypergeometric series is motivated by various physical and quantum 
chemical applications of such series. Several fvirther applications of multiple Gaussian 
hypergeometric series have been discussed by various other authors, see for example 
[109] and references therein. The use of multiple hypergeometric series often facilitates 
the analysis by permitting complex expressions to be represented more simply in terms 
of some multi-variable function. 
Motivated by multifarious applications of multiple hypergeometric series, in this 
chapter, we derive some summation formulae for triple, double and generalized single 
hypergeometric series. In Section 3.2, we derive some summation formulae for Srivas-
tava's general triple hypergeometric series (SGTHS) F^^x, y, z] and Kampe de Feriet's 
general double hypergeometric series (KdFGDHS) F,^:J. In Section 3.3, we derive a 
number of summation formulae for generalized single hypergeometric series, Jacobi 
polynomials and Bessel functions as applications of summation formulae derived in 
Section 3.2. Finally, we give concluding remarks in Section 3.4. 
3.2. SUMMATION FORMULAE FOR SGTHS F^^^x,y,z] A N D 
KdFGDHS FjP;^ :^  
We define an integral operator 
where P/( i) is the associated Legendre function of the first kind and is defined by Eq. 
(1.5.49). 
In terms of the operator ^^'txnl }> we rewrite the integrals ([20]; p.172), ([90]; 
p.206(l)) and ([79]; p.l76(4)) as: 
nl'fiii} 
r(i(cT - A - 5 +2))r( | ( (T - A + (5 +3)) 
2 ' - ^ ( f ) ' r ( i ( c T + ^ + l ) ) r ( i ( a + ^ + 2)) 
(Re(A) < 1; Re(a) > - 1 ) , 
(3.2.1) 
r{u + l ) r ( i ( a + u-X-d + 2))r(i((7 + u-X + 5 + 3)) 
r 1 
X2i^3 
{a + u+l),\{a + u + 2) 
and 
,l{(X + u-X-5 + 2),l{a + u-X + S + 3),iy+l ; 
X 
T (3.2.2) 
^I'-i n(^(^^^)) = 
o = i 
X 
r{u, + i)r(z/2 +1) 
r ( | ( a + ui+i^2 + 1)) r ( | ( a + i^ i + z/2 + 2)) 
2:0;0 
^ •'^2:1:1 
r(|((7 + z/i + j . 2 - A - ( J + 2) ) r ( | (a + i/j + i.2 - A + 5 + 3)) 
| ( a + i^ i + i/2 + l ) , | ( a + J^ i + i^ 2 + 2) : ; ; 
2 2 
4 ' 4 
^(a + z/j + z^2 - A - (5 + 2), |((7 + i/i + 1^2 - A + (5 + 3) : z/i + 1; //2 + 1; 
(Re(a + ui+ U2) > - 1 ; Re(A) < 1; 0 < xa < Xi), (3.2.3) 
respectively. 
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Further, we have the following integral 
r 3 >» 2 -^' f ^ V (-Y' (-T 
"•-^ 1 y^'^"^^^^^^ f T{u, + l)T{u, + l)r(^3 + 1) 
r(|((7 + I/i + i/2 + t/3 + l))r(|((T + I/i + iV2 + t^ 3 + 2)) 
r(5(a + i/i + -^2 + i^ 3 - A - 5 + 2))T{Ua + iyi+iy2 + U3->^ + S + 3] 
X ^ ( 3 ) 
i (a + iyi + U2 + U3+ 1), |(cr + J/1 + 1^2 + -^3 + 2) :: _; _;. 
L l{(J + Ui+U2 + U3- \ - 5 + 2),\{a + ui + U2 + U3-X + 6 + 3) : :_ ;_ ; . 
2 2 2 
X *' nf*^ fV 
1 -^2 •*'3 
~ 4 ' ~ 4 ' 4 
z^ i + 1 ; 1^2 + 1 ; t's + 1 ; 
(Re(a + i/i + 2/2 + 1^3) > - 1 ; Re(A) < 1; 0 < X3 < 0:2 < Xi), (3.2.4) 
3 
which is obtained by expressing W{Jvj{xjty) in series, and then integrating term-
by-term with the help of integral (3.2.1) and using definition (1.4.18) of SGTHS 
In the process of deriving the summation formulae, we use the following operation: 
(p): Multiplication by t"{\ — t^Y^I'^P^{t)J^{wt) and then integration with respect to 
t from i = 0 to i = 1. 
First, we replace x by xi in Eqs. (2.3.1)-(2.3.3). Then performing the operation 
(p) on the resultant equations and using integrals (3.2.3),(3.2.4) and simplifying, we 
get the following summation formulae 
ri2:0;0 
E 
IS.lK + i) 
— 4x^?/^, — ur 
| ( e - A - ( 5 + l ) , | ( ^ - A + 5 + 2) : a + l ; ^ + l ; 
^ r (2^ + 2n) (|(^ - A - (5 + 1))„ (i(e - A + (5 + 2))„ n! 2Fi[-n, 2/x + n; a + 1; y^] 
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^ -^2:1; 
2:0;0 
1 
\^ + n,U^ + l) + n: 
w 
- 4 x ^ — -
-Xi-\-S+l)+n,\{e,-\ + 6 + 2) + n:2ii + In - f l ; /? + 1; 
(^  := a+a+ /3+ l ; Re((7+a+/?) > - 1 ; Re(A) < 1; 0 < w < \xxj\ 0 < w < 4x), (3.2.5) 
2:0;0 
-'^ 2:1;1 
5^1(^+1) 
.2^.2 W 
- \x^y^, —— 
i ( ^ - A - 5 + l ) i ( ^ - A + 5 + 2) : a + l ; / ? + ! ; 
= E (//+ 1/+ 2n)(^ + !.)„ (i^) J i ( e + 1))„ r 
2n 
^ ( ^ + z.)(/ i+l)„(z.+ l ) „ ( i ( e - A - ( 5 + l ) ) ^ ( l ( ^ - A + (5 + 2))„n! 
X4F3 
- n , / x + u + n , / i + l , u + 1 ; 
Q + 1 i(/x + i/ + l) i(/i + r/) + l ; 
X ^7 (^3) 
|e + w, 1(^  + 1) + " "- ; - ; -
i ( e - A - 5 + l ) + n, i ( e - A + (5 + 2 ) + n : :_;_; . 
2 2 It; 
^ + n + l ; i ^ - f n + l ; / 3 + l ; 
(^ := a+a+y9+l; Re(a+a+/?) > - 1 ; Re(A) < 1; 0 < w < \xy\ 0 < w < 2x), (3.2.6) 
/r(3) |^ ,K^ + i) 
L 2 | ( r ; - A - 5 + l ) , | ( 7 7 - A + (5 + 2) : : _ ; _ ; _ : A;+ 1 ; 
2 2 
i / + l ; / ? + ! ; 
2 2 2 
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= E 
r(p + 0 (HG(^+i ) ) , 
2 \ ' 
- r ( p + 2 / ) ( i ( 7 7 - A - ^ + l)), (i(77-A + 5 + 2)),/! F^[-l,p+l;k+l,u+l]u\v''] 
xi^^l 2-.0;0 1 
\n + i,Uv + '^) + i •• 
2 2 
| ( r 7 - A - ( 5 + l ) + / , | ( r ; - A + (5 + 2) + / : p + 2/ + l ;/? + 1 ; 
(r^  := cr + p + /3+ 1; Re(a + p + /?) > - 1 ; Re(A) < 1; 0 <w <xv < xu; 0 <w < x) 
(3.2.7) 
respectively. 
Next, we replace x by xt and ?/ by ?/i in Eq. (2.3.4). Then performing the operation 
{p) on the resultant equation and using integrals (3.2.3),(3.2.4), we get the following 
summation formula 
' l<i>,U^+i) 
r2 :0 ;0 
^2:1:1 
W^ 
^ / ' i U _ 
| ( 0 - A - 5 + l ) , | ( ( / ) -A + (5 + 2) : z / + l ; ^ + l ; 
(l^l(|(^+l)l(f)^ 
^ 
4 ' 4 
- ( i ( < ^ - A - ( 5 + l ) ) ^ ( i ( 0 - A + 5 + 2))^( i . ) , (z /+l) , CM 
X ^7(3) 
i(</) - A - (5 + 1) + r, 1(0 - A + 5 -f 2) + r :: _ ; _ ; _ : J^  + r + 1; 
u + r + 1 ; / ? + ! ; 
2 2 2 
X y w^ 
(0 := a + /? + 1; Re(a + /?) > - 1 ; Re(A) < 1 ; Q < w < Q- 0<w <y <x). (3.2.8) 
Finally, we replace x by x^t^ and y by ?/^ i^  in Eq. (2.3.5). Then performing the 
operation (p) on the resultant equation and using integral (3.2.2) and interpreting the 
resulting triple series in terms of SGTHS F^^^[x, y, z], we get the following summation 
formula 
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2 I ^.2\N / 2 2 
3(ai,c*2) / y ~ ^ 
i 0 + iV,i(<A+l) + iV 
X2F3 w 
T 
N 
= E 
'i</), 1(0+1) : :_;_;_:-n; 
i ( 0 - A - 5 + l ) , l{(t)-X + S + 2) ::_;_;_ :ai + l; 
( -1)" 
^ n! (iV - n)! 
F(3) 
-iV + n ;. 
2 2 
x,y,- w 
a2 + l ; / 3 + l ; 
{(}> := a + P + \; Re(a +/3) > - 1 ; Re(A) < 1). (3.2.9) 
3.3. APPLICATIONS 
We consider the following applications of summation formulae (3.2.5)-(3.2.9). 
I. Taking w = 0 and replacing a by a — P in summation formula (3.2.5), we get 
| ( a + a + l), l{a + a + 2) 
2F3 2^,2 
xoF, 2-^3 
— 4x^y 
|(o- + a - A - 5 + 2), |(c7 + a - A + (5 + 3), Q + 1 ; 
_ - r(2/z + n) ( | (a + g + 1))^ ( i (a + a + 2))^ (4a:^)" 
X2Fi[-n, 2/x + n ;a + l; y ]^ 
| ( a + a + l ) + n , | ( a + a + 2) + n ; 
|((T + Q - A - J + 2) + n i(cr + a - A + 5 + 3) + n, 2/x + 2n + 1 ; 
4x2 
(3.3.1) 
which ioT y = 1, gives 
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2-f^3 
i((T + a + l) , i (a + a + 2) 
Ua + a-X-d + 2), Ua + a-X + 6 + 3),a + l • 
-ix^ 
E r(2// + n ) ( | ( a + a + !))„ ( ^ ^ + a + 2))^ (2/x - Q)„ {-4x'r ^ r ( 2 / x + 2n)(i((7 + Q - A - ( 5 + 2 ) ) ^ ( i ( a + a - A + (^  + 3 ) ) J a + l ) , n ! 
X2-F3 
| ( a + a + 1) + n, |((7 + a + 2) + n 
L 2 |(CT + a - A - 5 + 2) + n, i((T + a - A + 5 + 3) + n, 2^ + 2n + 1 ; 
- 4 x 2 
(3.3.2) 
II . Taking w = 0 and replacing cr by cr — /? in summation formula (3.2.6) and using 
Eq. (2.4.25), we get 
2-f^3 
| ( a + a + l), | ( a + a + 2) ; 
|(cr + a - A - 5 + 2), |(cT + a - A + 5 + 3),a + l ; 
2„,2 4x''?/ 
(/x + 1/ + 2n) (/i + i/)n ( | (a + Q + 1))^ (|(c7 + a + 2))^ x^" 
^ ( / i + i . ) ( | (a + a - A - < 5 + 2))„ ( i (^ + a - A + (5 + 3))„ (/x + l)„(z/+ l)„n! = E 
X4F3 
-n, n+ 1^ + 71, ^ + 1, u+ 1 ; 
Q + l , | ( / / + i / + l ) , | ( / i + i/) + l ; 
4-^5 
| ( a + a + l ) + n , 
L |(cr + a - A - ( 5 + 2) + n, 
|(CT + a + 2) + n, |(/x + 2/ + 1) + n, | ( | i + 1/ + 2) + n 
^{a + a-X + S + 3) + n,fi + n+l,u + n+l,n + i' + 2n+l 
- 4 x 2 (3.3.3) 
Further, taking y = 1, ^ = -a and i^  = - (a — 1) in summation formula (3.3.3) 
and using Eq. (2.4.3), we get 
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2-^3 
Ua + a+l), | ( a + a + 2) 
- 4 x 2 
L 2 
Ua + a - \ - S + 2),Ua + a-X + S + 3),a+l ; 
= E 
G(^  + « + l))„ G(^  + « + 2))„ (-0J4x2)" 
^ ( i ( a + a - A - 5 + 2 ) ) J | ( a + Q - A + 5 + 3 ) ) „ ( a + l ) „ r ^ ! 
i((T + a + l ) + n , 
L Ka + a - A - (5 + 2) + n, 
X 4 i ^ ' 4-^5 
| ( a + a + 2) + n, i ( a + | ) + n, | ( Q + | ) + n, ; 
i ( a + a - A + 5 + 3) + n i ( a + 2n + 2), | ( a + 2 n + l ) , a + 2 n + | ; 
4x2 
(3.3.4) 
I I I . Taking w — 0 and replacing cr by a — /? in summation formula (3.2.7), we get 
i (a + /9+l) , i (a + p + 2) : _ ; _ ; 
2:0:0 p-^:U;l 
•^2:1:1 
2 2 2 2 
X U XV 
= E 
l{a + p-X-S + 2),Ua + p-X + S + 3) :k + l -,^+1 ; 
r (p + 0Q(cr + p + l ) ) ^ Q ( a + p + 2))^ ( f ) ' 
4 ' 4 
- r ( p + 2/) ( i (a + p - A - < 5 + 2)), ( i(a + p - A + <5 + 3)) , / ! 
r 1 
XoF, 2 ^ 3 
(cr + p + l ) + / , ^(a + p + 2) + / 
i (a + p - A - 5 + 2) + /, (^cr + p - A + (5 + 3) + / , p + 2/ + 1 ; 
X 
T 
(3.3.5) 
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which on replacing v by u and using Eqs. (2.4.19),(2.4.25), rednces to 
|((7 + p + l ) , ^{a + p + 2), '^ik + iy+l),^ik + u + 2) ; 
^{a + p - X - S + 2), ^^{a + p - X + S + 3), k + \,u + \, k + i^ + \ ; K 4^5 
= E 
r(p+/ ){ l (a + p+l)),(l(<r + p+2)) , X 
2 \ ' 
^ r ( p + 20 (i(a + p - A - 5 + 2))^(|(a + p - A + <5 + 3)),/! 
— x'^w^ 
X4F3 
-l,p+l,Uk + u+l),Uk + u + 2) ; 
4w2 
A;+ 1,1^+1,A; + z^+ 1 
X2-f3 
K(7 + p + 1) + /, i(a + p + 2) + / 
|(cr + p - A - 5 + 2) + Z, | (a + p - A + (5 + 3) + / ,p+ 2/ + 1 ; 
Further, taking u = 0 in summation formula (3.3.5), we get 
r 1 
2-^3 
Ua + p+1), Ua + p + 2) 
i(a + p - A - ( 5 + 2), | (a + p - A + ^ + 3),fc+l ; 
2 2 
(3.3.6) 
= E 
r(p + 0 (i(a + p+l))^ (|(^ + p + 2)), 
f^r{p + 2l) (i(a + p - A - 5 + 2))^  (|(a + p - A + 5 + 3))^/! 2Fi[-Z,p+Z;A;+l;'(x .^,21 
X 2F3 
|(cr + p + 1) + /, |(or + p + 2) + / 
| (a + p - A - 5 + 2) + Z, i(a + p - A + 5 + 3) + /, p + 2/ + 1 T 
(3.3.7) 
IV. Taking ?i; = 0 and replacing a by a — /? in summation formula (3.2.8), we get 
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r 1 
2-P3 
i (a + l) i ( a + 2) 
i ( a - A - ( 5 + 2), | ( a - A + (5 + 3), J /+1 ; 4 
= E7I 
(|(a + l))^(|(a + 2))^(f)' 
-^ ( i (^ _ A - <5 + 2))^ ( i (a - A + <5 + 3))^ {u)r {v + 1), c;(u) 
r2 :0 ;0 
-^2:1;1 
|(c7 + l ) + r i (a + 2 ) + r 
2 2 
X y 
| ( c r - A - ( 5 + 2) + r , i ( c r - A + (5 + 3) + r :i/ + r + l ; i /+ r + 1 ; 
(^2 :=x2 + / - 2 a ; ? / M ) . (3.3.8) 
Further, taking u=\ and y = x in summation formula (3.3.8), using Eq. (2.4.25) 
and the following relation 
{2v)r 
c;(i) = 
r! 
we get 
i = E n 
(i(<7+l)),(l(<r + 2)),(2^), ( I ) 2r 
- ( i ( a - A - ( 5 + 2 ) ) ^ ( | ( a - A + <5 + 3))^(i.),(i. + l ) , r ! 
(3.3.9) 
X :<F, 3-^4 
L 2 
j ( a + l ) + r, | ( a + 2 ) + r , i/ + r + | 
|(c7 - A - '^ + 2) + r, |((T - A + 5 + 3) + r, i/ + r + 1, 2i/ + 2r + 1 ; 
which, on taking A = 1, 5 = - 1 and // = |(/? - 1), yields ([89]; p.419(31)) 
00 (I, 
^ (i/^)^(/?-l).(a:)^- i^ + r 
L 2 ! ( /?+!)+r , /? + 2r ; 
X 
— X 
(3.3.' 0) 
. (3.3.11) 
Again, taking 5 = A = | and u = a + I in summation formula (3.3.8), and using 
the following relation ([4]; p.418(20)), 
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{Jp{^)f = ( ! ) 
•ip 
(r(p-M))^ 1F2 p + - ; p + l , 2 p + l ; -x/ (3.3.12) 
we get 
•^ | ( -+ i )U^ 
(i^)- | . (K. + 2))^j|)' 
(r( i(a + 3)))' t ^ ( a + l ) . ( a + 2), (|(a + 3)), 
xC^^^(^)F^^f 
i (a + 2 ) + r : 
. 5(0- + 3) + r : a + r + 2 ; a + r + 2 ; 
( r :=x^ + y^-2xytx), (3.3.13) 
which, on taking y = x and using Eq. (2.4.25), gives 
J i (<T+i) X 
l-u ( . 
CT+l 
E a(-2)i(fy (r ( | (a + 3)))^ t ^ (CT + 1). (a + 2), {\{a + 3)), 
xCrUw)2i^3 
| ( a + 2 ) + r , | (2a + 3 ) + r 
i (a + 3 ) + r , cr + r + 2, 2(7 + 2r + 3 ; 
— X (3.3.14) 
w Next, taking y — x and replacing M by 1 — -—r- in summation formula (3.2.8), 
2x^ 
then rearranging the series and using Eq. (2.4.25), again rearranging the series and 
interpreting the resulting double series in terms KdFGDHS i^^^:^, we get 
A^b 
| ( a + / ? + l ) , i (a + /? + 2), | ( / / + / ? + l ) , i(z. + /? + 2), ; 
| ( a + /3 - A - 5 + 2), |((7 + /? - A + 5 + 3), jy + 1, /? + 1, 1/ + /? + 1 ; w 
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X 2 \ '• 
2:1:0 
-^2:2;1 
i ( a + / ? + l ) + r , i ( a + /? + 2) + r : 
i ( a + / ? - A - 5 + 2 ) + r i ( a + / ? - A + (5 + 3) + r : 
u + r -^ 
w X (3.3.15) 
u + r+l,2u + 2r-\-l ; / 9 + l ; 
which after replacing a by a — P and taking w = 0, reduces to Eq. (3.3.10). 
V. Taking w — 0 and replacing a by a — p in summation formula (3.2.9), we get 
( - l ) ^ ( i ( a + l ) ) ^ ( i ( a + 2))^(x2 + ?/2) 
p(c«i,a2) / y ^ 
{lia-X-d + 2))^ {l{a-X + S + 3))^ia, + l)r,ia2 + l)N " W + ^\ 
Y> (-1)" 
^ n ! ( i V - n ) ! 
p2: l ; l 
-^2:1;1 
(a + 1) i (a + 2) 
-n -N + n 
2 2 3: , ? / 
i ( a - A - ( 5 + 2), i(CT-A + (5 + 3) :Qi + l;a2 + l ; 
(3.3.16) 
Further, taking y = 0 in summation formula (3.3.16), and using Eq. (2.4.34), we 
get 
(1(^+1))^ (1(^ + 2))^ X 2N 
( i (a _ A - d + 2))^ ( i (a - A + <5 + 3))^ (a^ + 1);, iV! 
N 
-E (-1)^ ^-^ n! (iV - n)! 
n=0 ^ ' 
3^3 
- n , | ( a + l), | ( a + 2) 
Ua-X-S + 2), ^{a-X + d + 3),Qi + l 
X 
(3.3.17) 
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3.4. CONCLUDING REMARKS 
In this chapter, we have used the method of integral transforms to derive a number 
of summation formulae for general triple, double and generalized single hypergeometric 
series. We can extend this process to derive summation formulae for Kampe de Fcriet's 
multi variable hypergeometric series /^^ r^ Iim ;^ •%„ defined by Eq. (1.4.20). 
In order to derive summation formulae Kampe de Feriet's multi-variable hyperge-
ometric series, first we establish the following integral 
^n\lliu^m= 
j=i r{ui + i)r(z^2 + !)••• r(i/„ +1) 
X 
r ( | ( a + ui + U2 + --- + Un+l))r ( | ( a + ui + U2 + --- + Un + 2)) 
'2 :0i ;02; - l O n 
^ • f ^ 2 : l , ; l 2 ; - ; l n 
(^CT + 1^1 + 1^2 + ••• + i^ n + 1 ) 4 ( ^ + ^1 + ^^2 + ••• + t^ n + 2) 
l{a + ui + U2 + ••• + i^n - X - S + 2), lia + ui + 1^2 + ••• + i^n - >^ + S + 3) 
Jb 1 Jb<-\ XZ 
1^1 +1 ; z/2 + 1 ; • • • ; i'n -H 1 ; 
4 ' 4 ' ' 4 
{Re{a + Ui+i/2-i \-Un) > - 1 ; Re(A) < 1; 0 < a;„ < rr„_i < • • • < X2 < xi), (3.4.1) 
which is obtained by expressing Yli^'^ji^j^)) i^ series, and then integrating term-by-
term with the help of integral (3.2.1) and using definition (1.4.20). 
To give applications of integral (3.4.1), first we reconsider result (2.3.3). Now, we 
n-2 
replace x by xt in Eq. (2.3.3) and multiply by r ( l - f)-^''^P^{t) Y\ {Jp^{wjt)). Then 
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integrating the resultant equation with rosjiect to t from t = 0 to t = 1 and using 
integral (3.4.1), we get the following summation formula 
1^2 0 i , 0 2 , ,0„ 
•^2 1 i ; l 2 , , l n 
i^,^(^ + l) 
L 2 UiP-\-5 + l),U^P-X + 6 + 2) :k + l ; z / + l ;/?i + l ; 
x^u^ 1 2 tut w? VJ n - 2 
/32 + 1 ;••• ;/3n-2 + l ; 
4 ' 4 ' 4 ' 4 ' 
= E 
r(p + 0(|^MM^ + i))/ 
~4 
^ r ( p + 2 0 ( | ( ^ - A - < 5 + l)), ( i (V ' -A + 5 + 2)) , / ! F4[-/, p+/; A;+l, i/+l; M% ?;^ ] 
2 0 i , 0 2 , , 0 „ _ i 
^ • f ^ 2 1 i , l 2 , , l n - l 
|V' + /,|(V'+l) + ^ 
U7p-\-5+l) + l,UiJ-X + S + 2) + l •.p + 2l + l ; 
A + 1 :/32 + l •••• ;Pn-2 + l 
X Wl tL>2 10 n - 2 
(V; := a + p + A + /?2 + • • • + /?n-2 + 1; Re(a + p + A + /52 + • • • + /?n-2) > - 1 ; 
R e ( A ) < 1; 0 < Wn-2 < Wn-l < • • • < Wl < XV < XU; 0 < W„_2 < W^n-l < • • • < Wl < x ) . 
(3.4.2) 
For n = 3, summation formula (3.4.2) reduces to summation formula (3.2.7). 
Similarly, we can extend summation formulae (3.2.5) and (3.2.6) to multi-variable case. 
Next, we replace x by xt, y by yt and x by x^^ ,^ y by y'^t^ in Eqs. (2.3.4) and (2.3.5) 
n - 2 
respectively and multiply Eqs. (2.3.4), (2.3.5) by r ( l - f)-^l'^P^{t) YliJp^iwjt)). 
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Then integrating the resultant equations with respect to t from / = 0 and / = 1 and 
using integral (3.4.1), we get the following summation formulae 
p2:0 i ;02 ; . . ;0„_ i 
- ^2 : l i ; l 2 ; . . . ;U- i 
K.|(c + i) 
L 2 i(C - A - (5 + 1), ^(C - A + <5 + 2) : t. + 1; A + 1 ; /?2 + 1; 
9'^ w^ W2 wt J_ _ ; ^ "^n-2 
4 ' 4 ' 4 ' " " " 
= E7T 
/?n-2 + l ; 
(Kl(l(c+i)).(fy 
^ (i(C - A - 5 + 1)), (i(C - A + 5 + 2))^ (^), {v + 1), C,^(n) 
ri2:0i;02;...;0n 
-^2:li ; l2;. . . ; ln 
k + / i (c + i) + / 
^(C - A - (5 + 1) + / i(C - A + 5 + 2) + / : ly + r + 1; 1/ + r + 1; A + 1 ; 
/?2 + l;...;/?n-2 + l 
X 
T 
r 
' 4 
wr wl w: n-2 (3.4.3) 
and 
(-ir(K)^(l(c + i))^ (x^  + z/T / 2 2 
( i ( C - A - 5 + l ) ) ^ ( i ( C - A + (5 + 2 ) ) ^ ( a i + l);v(a2 + l);v "^  V2/' + ^ 
p2;0i;02;...;0„_2 
^ -^2: l i ; l2; . . . ; ln-2 
k + iv,|(c + i) + iv 
|(C - A - (5 + 1) + iV i(C - A + 5 + 2) + TV : /3i + 1; /?2 + 1 ; 
wx w^ w; n-2 
..;/?n-2 + l ; 
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= \ ^ ( ~ 1 ) " r^2:0,;02;...;0„ jL^r,\(M-'nV 2;li;l2;...;ln 
n=0 ^ ' L 2 i(C - A - (5 + 1), (^C - A + ()> 2) : ft, + l;a2 + 1; 
A + l;/?2 + l;...;/?n-2 + l ; 
2 2 
w, n - 2 
( C : = a + A+/?2 + --- + /?n-2 + l). (3.4.4) 
For n = 3, summation formulae (3.4.3) and (3.4.4) reduce to summation formulae 
(3.2.8) and (3.2.9) respectively. 
Thus, we conclude that the results presented in this chapter can easily be extended 
to the multi-variable case, which may be found useful in evaluation of multi-centre 
integrals in variational calculations of molecular electron structure. 
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CHAPTER 4 
GENERATING RELATIONS INVOLVING MULTIPLE 
HYPERGEOMETRIC SERIES 
4 .1 . I N T R O D U C T I O N 
The classical Laguerre polynomials Ln {x) defined by Eq. (1.5.56), have been 
discussed at length by many authors on account of their appearance in various branches 
of pure and applied mathematics, see for example [11,21,61,95,111,113]. Generating 
relations play a great part in the theory of such polynomials. 
Bailey [11] has given some formulae for the product of two Laguerre polynomials 
which may be used to derive generating relations for the products of two Laguerre poly-
nomials, see for example Exton [27]. Some biorthogonal polynomials suggested by the 
Laguerre polynomials are also discussed. Konhauser [62] has considered two classes of 
polynomials Y^{x\ k) and Z^{x\ k), where Y^{x\ k) is a polynomial in x, while Z^{x; k) 
is a polynomial in x*^ , a > —\ and k = 1,2,3,... . For A; = 1, these polynomials 
reduce to the Laguerre polynomials Ln{x), and their special cases when k = 2 were 
encountered earlier by Spencer and Fano [98] in certain calculations involving the pen-
etration of gamma rays through matter, and were subsequently discussed by Preiser 
[87]. Furthermore, we have ([62]; p.303) 
Jo 
x''exp{-x)Y^{x;k)Z^{x-k)dx = ^ 1 ^ + kn + I) ^  
ni -'m,n 
(m,n = 0,1,2 , . . . ; Re(a) > - 1 ; k = 1,2,3,...) , (4.1.1) 
where 6m,n denotes the Kronecker delta. Eq. (4.1.1) exhibits the fact that the poly-
nomial sets {Y"{x;k)} and {Z^{x;k)} are biorthogonal with respect to the weight 
function x°exp(—x) over the interval (0, oo). 
An explicit expression for the polynomials Z^{x; k) was given by Konhauser ([62]; 
p.304(5)) in the following form: 
and the polynomials Y^{x;k) are defined by Carlit/ ([14]; p.427(9)) in the following 
form: 
Further a two-variable analogue of Laguerre polynomials Ln (x) is given by Beni-
wal and Saran ([12]; p.358(l)) in the following form: 
Lt,^'''\x,y) = i^ki lk F2[a,-m,-n- P,r, x,y] , (4.1.4) 
ml ni 
where F2 is Appell's double hypergeometric series defined by Eq. (1.4.2). 
Also, we note the following particular cases of Eq. (4.1.4): 
lim i£^ ) (-, ^) - L^t'\x)L^;^-'\y) (4.1.5) 
and 
4"n^''^(0, ?/) = ^ p(7- l ,a -7-) ( i _ 2t/), (4.1.6) 
where Pn \x) is the Jacobi polynomial defined by Eq. (1.5.66). 
Motivated by the work on Laguerre polynomials Ln{x) and Konhauser polynomi-
als Z'^{x\ k), in this chapter, we derive some generating relations involving Srivastava's 
general triple hypergeometric series (SGTHS) F^^^[x,y,z] and Kampe de Feriet's gen-
eral double hypergeometric series (KdFGDHS) F;^:; . In Section 4.2, we derive gener-
ating relations involving SGTHS F'^^^[x,y,z], by using some results of Laguerre poly-
nomials Ln (x) as working tools. In Section 4.3, we derive some generating relations 
involving KdFGDHS F^^:^, by using some results of Konhauser polynomials Z^{x; k) 
as working tools. In Section 4.4, we derive a number of generating relations involving 
KdFGDHS, Appell's double hypergeometric series, Humbert's confluent hypergeomet-
ric series in two variables, two variable Laguerre polynomials and generalized single 
hypergeometric series as applications of generating relations derived in Sections 4.2 
and 4.3. Finally, we give concluding remarks in Section 4.5. 
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4.2. GENERATING RELATIONS INVOLVING SGTHS F(») [x, ?/, 2] 
First we recall some results involving Laguerre polynomials Ln{x). 
The results given by Toscano [114]: 
0 0 
= E^-"""^W^" (Ul<7) (4-2.1) 
m=0 
and 
(1+4.)-/^  fl±:^2±My"exp f -g!! 
2 y \ l + 7(l + 4w) 
00 , 
= E^-"'"^^*)^'" ( I ^ I < T ) . (4.2.2) 
m = 0 
which are also mentioned by (for example) Chen et al. ([17]; p.358(2.48,2.49)) and 
Hansen ([43]; p.318(48.17.2), p.319(48.17.4)), where one can find many other related 
references including (for example) Rainville ([91]; p.298(152(3), p.296(150)(15)). 
The results given by Brown [13]: 
^ \^{ exp{-tO = E^-""^^'^(*)""' (4-2-3) 
and 
00 , 
(l + 0%i^ i[2Q; 2a+l; -t^] = E ( I + ^ ) " ^^"^^'HO^'" 
m=0 
( ^ .= ^ ( n + y ( ^ I ^ T 4 ) ) ) , (4.2.4) 
where iFi is confluent hypergeometric function defined by Eq. (1.3.27), and a result 
given by Srivastava [101]: 
&lt') = f2(''J_'^){lY 2Fi[-m + r,a + r+l- a + r+l; ^]Li'^\t'), (4.2.5) 
r=0 ^ ^ 
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where 2^1 is hypergeometric function defined by Eci. (1.3.23). 
Further, we recall the following results involving the product of Laguerre polyno-
mials given by Bailey [11]. 
A result involving the product of Laguerre polynomials with different exponents, 
but with the same order and argument: 
m^ ) rnK ) p(^^i) Z.(a + iy^ + i)^r(m-p+i) 
X3i^2 
l{a + p + 2p+l),^^{a + p + 2p + 2),-m + p ; 
a + p+1, p + p+1 ; 
• (Q+/9) Lr,-''>{2z), (4.2.6) 
where 3F2 is the generalized hypergeometric series (or Clausen's series) defined by Eq. 
(1.3.36) (for p = 3 and q = 2), and a trivial product of a classical generating function: 
exp{u+v){uvzy/''Jc,{2{uzy/^)J^{2{vzy/^) 
= E ylUyn - Lt\z)L'^:\zl (4.2.7) ^ r ( a + m + l ) r ( a + n + 1) 
.,n=0 ' ' 
where Jn{x) is the Bessel function defined by Eq. (1.5.2). 
Next, we define an integral operator by 
/•oo 
^xA) = / t^eM-t^)Ju{yt){}dt. 
Jo 
In terms of the operator Q.\^u{ }, we rewrite the integrals given in [89], [17] and [21] as 
r i (A + ^ + i ) y -
"^•"^^^ = r ( ^ + i)2''^i ^^^ 
1 y2 
-(A + i z+ l ) ; / / + 1 ; - ^ 
(Re(A + i^ ) > - 1 ; y G /?+), (4.2.8) 
...(.};'(..-) .y>(.>-))^^<i^:-.:?-"(-r)("r) 
r 1 
X i?(3) 
(A + I/+1) : : _ ; _ ; _ : rn n 
:••_;_;_: i^+ha+l;p+l 
4 '^ ' (4.2.9) 
and 
nxAM^t)Js{zt)} X' y"" z^T{'^{\ + a + u + S+l)) 
r(a + i)r(i/ + i)r((5 +1)(2)'^ +''+*+' 
x ^ (3) 
1 2 2 2 
-{X + a + u + 6+l)- a+l,u+l,S+l; - J ^ ' j . - j 
(Re(A + 0-+ i/+ (5) > - 1 ; x,y,zG /?+). (4.2.10) 
(3) 
respectively, where ^2 is the confluent hypergeometric series in three variables defined 
by Eq. (1.4.17) (for n = 3). 
An obvious special case of the integral (4.2.9) is written as 
r=0 
n,AL^^\^t')} = J2 
X2F1 
1 
m 
{X + V + I) +r, —m; a+ 1; x (4.2.11) 
In the process of deriving the generating relations, we use the following operation: 
(Q): Multiplication by t^exp{-t'^)Ju{yt) and then integration with respect to t from 
^ = 0 to i = 00. 
First,we replace t by xt'^ in Eq. (4.2.1) and then replace a,m and t by P,n and 
zt'^, respectively, again in Eq. (4.2.1), and take the product of resultants, to obtain 
o-'ilie + i) 
-(a+/3) 
exp I —{x + z)t = E L^^^-\xt^)Lr-\zt')^^ m+n 
m,n=0 
{d-.^ {I - 4uy/'; \u\<^-). (4.2.12) 
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Now, performing the operation (Q) on Eq. (4.2.12) and nsing integrals (4.2.8), 
(4.2.9), we get the following generating relation 
9-'(l{e + i) 
-(a+P) 
l + {x + z) 
1 + 0. 
-i> 
iFi i/j; (j); -Y^ 
(l + (^  + ^ )^(TTf)) 
y . / a + 2 m \ / / 3 +271^(3) 
m,n=0 ^ '' ^ ^ 
^ : : _ ; _ ; _ : _; m — n 
y^x,^ 
.;_;_: 0;« + "^  +1;/^ + '^  +1 ; 
u 
m\n 
{6 := (1 - 4tx)V2; (j>:=u+l;i; := -{\ + i^ + 1); Y :='-; \ u \< - ) . (4.2.13) 
By iising arguments similar to those used for deriving generating relation (4.2.13), 
we get the following generating relations corresponding to Eqs. (4.2.2), (4.2.3) and 
(4.2.4): 
0- Ic^D) \ {a+0+2) l + {x + z) ' 2u • _V iFi V'; 0; _ y 2 
(l + (^  + ^ ) ( ^ ) ) 
= E 
m,n=0 
a — m \ (j3 — n 
m n 
i?(3) 
^ : : _ ; _ ; _ : _ ; m 77 
: : _ ; _ ; _ : 0; a - 2 m + l ; / 3 - 2 n + 1 ; 
1 (l+^)(a+/?+2) ( 1 ^ _(^) j ( i^(^^^)(^) -^ ^^^ 
-2 
-0; 0; 
-y^ 
(l + (x + ^)OJ 
y 2 , x , 2 •u m+n 
[e:=[\-Auf!''- 0 : = / . + !; ^^  := ^(A + i^+1) ; r/:= (1+4^)1/^; F := | ; h |< ^) , 
(4.2.14) 
m,n=0 ^ ' ^ ' 
ip::_;_;_:_; - m ; - n 
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.-.^ ^S^SSg^  
/-^^iy- i'S/-' 
-Y^,x,z u m-i 
(^  - | ( « + v/(«' + 4)); 0 := ^ + 1; ^ := ^(A + I. + 1); y := | ) (4.2.15) 
and 
(l+5)"+«ir(3) 
m,n=0 
t/' : : _ ; _ ; _ : _ ; 2a ; 2/? ; 
_ : : _ ; _ ; _ : 0 ; 2 a + l ; 2 ^ + l ; 
a/? 
->^ ' ,xC,^e 
a + m/2\ /p + n/2 
m )[ n A ( a + Tn/2)(/3-hTi/2) 
:F(3) 
•0 : : _ ; _ ; _ : _ ; - m ; - n 
y2,x,z u m+n 
(e - ^ ( ^ + \ / (^?T4)) ; 0 := i. + 1; t/; - ^(A + /. + 1); K := | ) . (4.2.16) 
Next, we replace m, r, a and a by n, s, /? and b, respectively in Eq. (4.2.5) and 
take the product of the resultant with Eq. (4.2.5). Then performing the operation 
(Q) on the product equation and using integral (4.2.9), we get the following generating 
relation (after taking X = i/+ I) 
i?(3) 
Tp : : _ ; _ ; _ : _ ; - m ; -n 
- y \ i , i 
••••_;_;_•• 0;a + i ; / 3 + i ; 
{-m)r ( - n ) , (a + 1), (6 - </> + l)s (-7)'""'^ 
S S (a+l).(/?+l). r! s\ 
X2Fi[-m + r ,a + r + 1; a + r + 1; 7] 2i^i[-ri + s , 6 + s + 1; /? + s + l ; 7] 
2:0;1 
(i),(j)-h-\ : - r 
y2 , i 
0 - 5 - 5 - 1 :(/) : a + l ; 
( 0 : = i . + l; ^ : = l ( A + ^ + l ) ; Y := | ) . (4.2.17) 
Further, we replace z by zt^ in Eqs. (4.2.6) and (4.2.7). Then performing the oper-
ation (Q) on the resultant equations and using integrals (4.2.9), (4.2.10) and (4.2.11), 
we get the following generating relations 
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/?(3) 
"0 " _ ; _ ; _ • _i — m \ ~ m 
: 0; a + 1 ; /? + 1 
_ y 2 
= EE (I), 
^±^ (« + lW/ 5+ l )p r (m-p + l ) 
r=U p 
X3i^2 
i ( a + /? + 2 p + l ) , | ( a + /? + 2p + 2 ) , - m + p ; 
a + p + l, /? + p + l ; 
X 
a + f3 + 2p\ (^),r(m + l ) ( - y 2 ) 
2p 
2 \ r 
-2Fi[-2p,7/; + r; a + P+h2z] (0),r(r + l) 
( 0 : = i / + l; V;:=.l(A + z.+ l); 7 := | ) (4.2.18) 
and 
exp{u+v)^2 H''': 0,Ck:+1,Q;+1; —Y^,—uz,—vz] 
= E '^" 
m,n=0 
- y 2 ^ 2 , z 
m! n! 
((/.:= i / + l ; ^ : = l ( A + : .+ l); F := | ) . (4.2.19) 
Finally, we replace x by xt^ and y by zt'^ in Eq. (2.3.5). Then performing the 
operation (Q) on the resultant equation and using integrals (4.2.8), (4.2.9), we get the 
following generating relation 
(-i)^a(A+i^+i))^ ...,)fz-x^ 
( a + l ) j v ( / ? + l ) N P N z + x iF, l{X + u+l) + N-u+l--y^ 
N 
= E 
n = 0 
(-If 
n! (A^-n)! 
•" |(A + i / + l ) : : _ ; _ ; _ : ; - n ;-A^ + n ; 
/r(3) 
: : _ ; _ ; _ : f^+i ;« + i ; /^+ i 
y 
X " 
(4.2.20) 
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4.3. GENERATING RELATIONS INVOLVING KdFGDHS F^!';^^ 
First, we recall some results involving biorthogonal polynomials Z^{x; k). 
The result given by Genin and Calvez ([31]; p. 1564(3)): 
{l-ur%Fk \k) U - 1 
i (a+l) , i(a + 2), , - ( Q + A;) ; 
= E (a)r 
m = 0 ( a + 1 ) km 
Z^{x-k)u^ ( H < 1 ) . 
which is also mentioned by Srivastava ([104]; p. 245(3.19)). 
The result given by Srivastava ([104]; p. 248(3.28)): 
few m 
z»(-;y = Q E x\ ^ Y^ fa + km\ {kj)\ fif — x k ^k\J 
j = 0 kj J X" 
(4.3.1) 
Z^_^{y,k). (4.3.2) 
which is also mentioned by Srivastava ([103]; p.490). 
Further, we recall a result given by Agarwal and Manocha ([1]; p.115(13)): 
^an 
(1 -6 / / ) O-f^ fc -M 
_ A(fc;Q+l) ©' 
- J/™ i^^^rh^^') '^f^ i^ - '-(W). (4.3.3) 
Next, we rewrite integrals ([111]; p.218(3)) and ([104]; p.248(3.3.2)) in terms of 
the Laplace operator (1.2.4) as 
r(A + i) 
c{t' •• P] = pX + 1 (4.3.4) 
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and 
C{t'Z^{xt-k):p} 
X fc+l^fc 
(Q+l ) fanr (A+l ) 
- m , i ( A + l ) , ^ ( A + 2 ) , . . . , i ( A + fc) ; 
i ( a + l ) , i ( a + 2 ) , . . . , i ( a + fc) 
(Re(p)>0; R e ( A ) > - l ) , 
respectively. 
Further, we have the following integral 
(4.3.5) 
C{t^ZZ{xt-k)Z^{yt-k):p} = p^+^ m! n! 
X F, fc:l;l 0:fc;fe 
i(A + l ) , l (A + 2) , . . . ,^ (A + A;) : 
-m 
:^{a+l),-{a + 2),...,-{a + k) 
-n 
x\ (y 
^ ( ^ + l ) , ^ ( / ? + 2) , . . . ,^ ( /? + A;) ; 
.P. .P 
(Re(p)>0; Re(A) > - 1 ; A; = 1,2,3,...), (4.3.6) 
which is obtained by expressing Z^{yt; k) in series, and then integrating term-by-tern 
with the help of integral (4.3.5) and using definition (1.4.10) of KdFGDHS Fj^^. 
In the process of deriving the generating relations, we use the following operation: 
{TV): Multiplication by t^ exp(—i) and then integration with respect to t from ^ = 0 to 
t — oo. 
Now, we replace x by xt in Eq. (4.3.1) and replace a,m,a,u and x by b,n,P,v 
and yt, respectively, again in Eq. (4.3.1), and take the product of resultants, to obtain 
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{1-u)-''{l-v)'\Fk 
a 
- ( a + l ) , - ( a + 2 ) , . . . , - ( a + A;) 
u 
« - 1 
XiFfc 
i ( / ?+ l ) , i(/3 + 2), . . . , i ( /? + A:) ; 
'yt 
k v-l 
(4.3.7) 
Now, performing the operation ijV) on Eq. (4.3.7) and using integrals (4.3.4) (for 
p = 1), (4.3.6)( for p = 1) and simplifying, we get the following generating relation 
i (A+ l ) , l (A + 2), . . . , i(A + A:) 
- ( a + l ) , - ( a + 2 ) , . . . , - ( a + A:) ; 
u 
x^ 
i ( / ? + l ) , i ( ^ + 2), . . . , i( /? + A:) ; 
m,n=0 
w - 1 ,r ? ; - 1 
^(A + l),i(A + 2), . . . , i (A + A:) : 
—m -n 
^ ( a + l ) , ^ ( a + 2). i ( a + A;) ; ^ (/?+1), ^(/? +2), . . . , ^ ( / ? + / c ) 
•> 
ym ^n 
ml n\ 
(4.3.8) 
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Next, we replace x by xt, y by yt in Eq. (4.3.2) and replace ni,a,x and y by 
n,P,zt and wt, respectively, again in Eq. (4.3.2), and take the product of resultants, 
to obtain 
'a + krn\ fP + k7i\ {kj)\ {kr)\ 
kj J \ kr 
r \ km 
Z^{xt;k)Z^{zt;k) = ( ^  j ^^^ 
j = 0 r = 0 i\ r\ 
X I y ^ ^ \ ("^^^-XX ZZ.^AyUk)Zl^{wt;k). 
x" 
m—j" (4.3.9) 
Now, performing the operation (7^) on Eq. (4.3.9) and using integral (4.3.6) (for 
p = 1), we get the following generating relation 
Pfc:l;l 
^0:k;k 
i(A + l) , i (A + 2) , . . . , i (A + fc) : 
—m 
-(Q + l ) , - ( a + 2 ) , . . . , - ( a + fc) ; 
—n 
^{P+ll^{P + 2),...,^{P + k) ; 
x'^,z'^ 
km 
y / \wJ 
x\ / z \'<^^'sc^-s;^^ ( m\ I n\ (y —X \ t uj — z {7J E E 
j=0 r = 0 
X'' 
X F ; k:l;l 0:fc;fc 
l ( A + l ) , ^ ( A + 2),. . . , l(A-fA:) : J -m 
: - ( a + l ) , - ( a + 2 ) , . . . , - ( a + A;) ; 
r — n 
^( /?+ l ) ,^ ( / ? + 2) , . . . ,^( /?+fc) ; 
k k 
y ,w (4.3.10) 
Finally, we replace x by xt in Eq. (4.3.3) and replace a, b, m, a, u, /x and x by 
c,d,n,P,v, V and yi, respectively, again in Eq. (4.3.3), and take the product of resul-
tants. Then performing the operation (7^) on the product equation and using integrals 
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(4.3.4) (for p = 1), (4.3.6) (for p = 1), we got the following generating relation 
fc:0;0 (1 - bfiy^l - dv)-^ exp(a/i + cv) F^^. 
l(A + l),i(A + 2)....,i(A + A:) 
ha+\),ha + 2l...,\{a + k) ; i ( /?+l ) l ( /? +2) , . . . ! ( /? +A:) ; 
fix'^, uy^ 
= E {{a + hm)uY'{{c + dn)vY .-,1^ 
Tn,n=0 ml n! 
i(A + l),i(A + 2),...,i(A + A:) : 
-m 
—n 
x" 
ha+l),l{a + 2),...,Ua + k) ; i(^+1) i(/? + 2),... i(/? + A:) ; 
4.4. APPLICATIONS 
(a + bm)' (c + dn) 
(4.3.11) 
We consider some applications of the generating relations derived in Sections 4.2 
and 4.3. 
4.4.1. Applications of Generating Relations Involving SGTHS F(^)[x,y,z] 
We consider the following applications of generating relations (4.2.13), (4.2.19) 
and (4.2.20). 
I. Taking X = u -\-\ and 2 = 1 in generating relation (4.2.13), we get 
^"'(^(^+1) 
-(a+/9) 
l + ( x + l ) i-e 
-("+1) 
exp 
-Y^ 
V^ / a + 2 m \ ( ^ _ + n j - ^ 2:0;i 
m,n=U ^ ^ 
— m 
- r ^ X 
i / - / ? - 2 n : i / + l ; Q ; + m + l ; u 
m+n 
y 1 (6? := (1 - 4n)>/2; y := | ; \u\<-). (4.4.1.1) 
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Next, taking y = 0 in generating relation (4.2.13), we get 
r^Q(^ + i) • '"^7. . . . . ( i^; 
m,n=0 
{6 := (1 - 4«)i/2; V; := i(A + ^ + 1); | « |< ^ ) , (4.4.1.2) 
which for A = z/ + 1 and 2 = 1 , gives 
-(-^+1) 
= E ''a + 2m\ {P + n — i^ )„ 
77i,n=0 m n\ 
-3^2 
u + \,u — (3 — n, —m ; 
1/ — P — 2n,a + m+ I ; 
X u 
ra+n 
{9 := {\ - ^uY"; \u\<-) 1, (4.4.1.3) 
Again, using Eq. (4.1.5), generating relation (4.4.1.2) can be expressed as 
e-''{]:[d + \) 
-{a+0) 
l + {x + z) \+9 
-il> o o 
m+n 
m,n=0 
{d:={\-^uf/'- ^ : = i ( A + ^ + l ) ; \u\<\), (4.4.1.4) 
which after, taking x = 0 and using Eq. (4.1.6), yields 
e-''[\{e + i) 
-(c+0) 
1 + 2 
l-eW" ^ / a + 2m\ (,^„ 
= E 1 +9 J J ^-^ \a + m J 
m,n=0 ^ ' 
) ( /3+n, j / ' - /?-2n- l ) /2_22. \y" i+" 
( ^ : = ( l - 4 « ) ^ / ^ ; ^ : = ^ ( A + ^ + l ) ; | « |< ^ ) . (4.4.1.5) 
II . Taking K = 0 in generating relation (4.2.19), we get 
oo 
exp(w + i')^2[V';c>!+1)0! + 1 ; —W2, —wz] = E F':^,-m,—n\OL-\-\,a-\r\\z,z\ 
m,n=0 
m! n\ 
( •0 : - - (A + ^ + l ) ) . (4.4.1.6) 
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Further, taking v ~ —u in generating relation (4.4.1.6), and using the foHowing 
relation ([109]; p.322(188)). 
^2[a, 7, 'y;x,-x] = 2F3 — X (4.4.1.7) 
we get 
2-^3 
Q + l , - ( a + l) , - ( a + 2) ; 
u-'z^ 
= V F-iX^, -m, -n; a + 1 , a + 1; z,z] r - : 
Tn,n=0 
1 {^•.= -{X + u+l)). (4.4.1.8) 
Again, taking ip — a + 1 in generating relation (4.4.1.6), using Eq. (2.4.22) and 
the. following relation ([90]; p.452(71)) 
F2[a,b,b';a,a;w,z] = {I-w)-''{l - z^^'iFi 
we get 
exp{{u + v){l - z))oFi[_; a + 1; uvz'^] 
b, b'; a; wz {l-w){l-z) , (4.4.1.9) 
m,n=0 
—m, —n;a+ 1; 
1 - 2 
(l-z) m+n 
m\ n\ 
(4.4.1.10) 
I I I . Taking X = u + l and 2 = 1 in generating relation (4.2.20), and using Eq. (2.4.31), 
we get 
( -1) '^ (^ + 1)^ pi^,P)(l^^ ^j,^ 
{a+l)NW+l)N ^ Vl + ^ 
u + N + 1] 1/+I; - J 
N (_l)n (/J-^.)^_„ 
5 n! (AT - n)! {p + 1)^ _„ 
n I /+ 1, j y - , 5 : ; 
1/ - /3 - N + n : ly+l •,a+ I 
-,x 
(4.4.1.11) 
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Further, taking a: = 0 in Eq. (4.4.1.11), and using Eq. (1.5.68), we get 
( -1 )^ (1 /+ 1);V 
i F , 
N 
u + N+\; u+l; 
X 2^*2 
= E (-1)" ( (*- . / )«- , . 
n=Q n\{N-n)\ {ft+l)N^n 
u+l, u- p 
4 
(4.4.1.12) 
v - (3- N + n,u+l ; 
Next, taking y = 0 in generating relation (4.2.20) and using Eq. (4.1.5), we get 
N ( - l ) ^ ( | ( A + ^+l));V (,,^) / ^ - ^ \ ^ ^ 
(a + 1)N (/? + l)7v ^ . U + T i 2 ^ 
(-1)" 
-2 + 3:/ ;  (Q + 1)„ (;5 + l)iv-n 
( |(A+t/+l),a+l,/3+l)^ 
X Iv_ 
''n,N-n (^)^) 7 
which after taking x = 0 and using Eq. (4.1.6), yields 
(4.4.1.13) 
( - l ) ^ ( i ( A + ^+ l ) ) ;v (-1)" 
N\i/3+l)N ^ (/?+!);,_„ n!^^' 
(/3i(A+i'-l)-/3-Ar+n) 
_ P (1-22) (4.4.1.14) 
4.4.2. Applications of Generating Relations Involving KdFGDHS F^f^^J 
We consider the following applications of generating relations (4.3.8), (4.3.10) and 
(4.3.11): 
I. Taking t; = 0 in generating relation (4.3.8), we get 
fc+i Fk 
a , ^ ( A + l ) , ^ ( A + 2) , . . . ,^ (A + A:) ; 
X 
L -^(" + l ) ' ^ ( " + 2)>---,^(ck + fc) 
u 
u-l 
= {i-uyY,i^)mk+iFk 
m = 0 
- m , i ( A + l ) , ^ ( A + 2) , . . . ,^(A + A;) ; 
l ( « + l ) , i ( a + 2 ) , . . . , i ( a + A;) 
X u 
in\ I ' 
(4.4.2.1) 
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which after taking A; = x = 1 and using Eq. (2.4.10), yields ([90]; p.454(3)) 
>Fi a, A + 1; Q + 1; u 
u-l 
= (1 - 7/)" 2F1 [a,a - A; Q + 1; u]. (4.4.2.2) 
Next, taking n = m, P = a, k = 1, y = —x in generating relation (4.3.8) and using 
the following transformation ([109]; p.31 (46)) 
Q i , a 2 , . . . , a p :A ;A ; 
/3i,/32,...,/3, :u \v ; 
2p+2i'2q+Z 
A(2;ai) ,A(2;a2), . . . ,A(2;ap) :A ; 1 / - A 
A(2;/3i),A(2;/32),...,A(2;/?,) : u ;A(2;z/) ; 
4 P - 9 - 1 ^ 2 
(^  .4.2.3) 
where A(/; A) abbreviates the array of / parameters y, — j — , . . . , j (/ = 1,2,...), 
/ ' / / 
we get 
rn l : l ; l 
-^0:1;1 
A + 1 : a 
X 
;Q; + 1 ;Q + 1 ; 
u 
u - l -x y - 1 
= {l-uf{l-vf 
E (a)m (&)r 
m = 0 
- m , Q + m + l , i ( A + l ) , | ( A + 2) ; 
| ( Q + l ) , ^ ( a + 2 ) , Q + l ; 
(4.4.2.4) 
II . Taking n = 0 in generating relation (4.3.10), we get 
k+ xFk 
- m , i ( A + l),^(A + 2) , . . . ,^ (A + A:) 
-(Q + l ) , - ( a + 2 ) , . . . , - ( a + A;) 
X 
X E 
j = 0 
m 
km m 
y) '-'. \J 
V 
X , ^^:i^V .,.F. 
( j - m ) , i ( A + l ) , ^ ( A + 2) , . . . ,^ (A + fc) ; 
y (4.4.2.5) 
Further, taking k = x = I m generating relation (4.4.2.5). we get 
1 = 
(a + l)m y 
( a - A ) ^ ' ^ V ; 
^ ( 7 ) ( y - ly 2F,[j - m,A+ 1; a + 1; y]. (4.4.2.6) 
j=0 
Again, taking x = {ly in generating relation (4.4.2.5), we get 
iFk k+\^h 
- m , i ( A + l ) , l ( A + 2 ) , . . . , i (A+fc ) ; 
^ ( a + l ) , i ( a + 2 ) , . . . , i ( a + fc) 
if^vY Ai .km E 
j=0 
m \ / 1 — /x fc\ J 
/ i " 
X fc+i^A 
j - m , ^ ( A + l ) , i (A + 2 ) , . . . , i (A + A;) ; 
- ( a + l ) , - ( a + 2 ) , . . . , - ( a + A;) 
y ' (4.4.2.7) 
Next, taking n = m, (3 = a, k = 1, z = —x in generating relation (4.3.10), and 
again using transformation (4.4.2.3), we get 
4^3 
-m,a + m + l , - ( A + l ) , - ( A + 2) ; 
X 
- ( a + l ) , - ( a + 2 ) , a + l 
^^ .^ y.^ y^^ ,,,, 
9 \ m m 
-X \ x-^ Im\ Im E 
A + 1 ;j — m -.T — m ; 
: a + 1 ; a + 1 ; 
y,w (4.4.2.8) 
I I I . Taking y = 0 in generating relation (4.3.11), we get 
(l-6//)~^exp(a/i)fcFfc 
i(A + l ) , i (A + 2 ) , . . . , i ( A + A:) ; 
i ( a + l ) , i ( a + 2 ) , . . . , i ( Q + fc) ; 
^ix 
- E ((a + bm)uy 
m = 0 m! 
iFfc 
-k+l^k 
-m,^(A + l) ,^(A + 2) , . . . ,^ (A + A:) ; 
-{a+l),-r{a + 2),...,-{a + k) 
X 
(a + byn) 
(4.4.2.9) 
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which after taking a = I, b = 0 and v = s, yields ([104]; p.245(3.18)) 
exp(/i) fcFfc 
^(A+1) ,^(A + 2) , . . . ,^ (A + A;) ; 
- ( a + l ) , - ( a + 2 ) , . . . , - ( a + fc) ; 
^x. 
= y ^k+iFk 
m-O 
- m , i ( A + l ) , ^ ( A + 2) , . . . , ^ (A + A;) ; 
-{a+l),-{a + 2),...,-{a + k) 
X u 
—- . (4.4.2.10) 
m\ 
Next, taking k = \, u = ^ and y = x m generating relations (4.3.11), and using 
Eq. (2.4.25), we get 
A + l , | ( a + / ? + l ) , | ( a + /? + 2) ; 
a + l , / ? + l , a + / ? + l 
{\~hn)-\\-dny^ exp((a+c)Ai) 3F3 — 4/ix 
Tn,n=0 m! n! 
A + 1 : -TO ; - n 
: Q + 1 ; /3 + 1 
X 
(/i := Mexp(6/i); j / := t'exp(dj/). 
(a + hm)' (c + dn) 
(4.4.2.11; 
4.5. CONCLUDING REMARKS 
In this chapter, we have used the method of integral transforms to derive a number 
of generating relations for general triple, double and generalized single hypergeomet-
ric series. Further, we can get more generalized results by using Parseval-Goldstein 
theorem ([32]; p.l05(4)). 
First, we establish the following integral 
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t\t + cr'ZZ{xt;k)Z^{yt;k)dt = 5(A+1, <5-A-1) ^ ^ ^ ± ^ M ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ c^-^^* 
m! /;! 
i ( A + l ) , ^ ( A + 2) , . . . ,^ (A + A;) 
l ( ( A - < 5 + l ) + l ) , i ( ( A - ( 5 + l ) + 2) , . . . ,^( (A-<5 + l) + fc) 
—m -n 
^(a + l ) , i (a + 2), 
{Re{S - A - 1) > 0; Re(A + 1) > 0; |argc| < TT) (4.5.1) 
-cy 
which is obtained by using integral (4.3.6) and the following integral 
C{t^-'expi-at);p} = r{6){p + a)-\ (4.5.2) 
in the Parseval-Goldstein theorem. 
Also, we note the following integral ([90]; p.315(15)): 
/•oo 
/ t^{t + c)-* dt = B{X+l,S-\-l) c^ -**+' 
Jo 
{Re{S - A - 1) > 0; Re(A + 1) > 0; |argc| < TT). 
In order to derive generating relations, we use the following operation: 
(4.5.3) 
(«S): Multiplication by t^(t + c) ^ and then integration with respect to t from i = 0 to 
t = oo. 
To give applications of integrals (4.5.1) and (4.5.3), we reconsider result (4.3.7). 
Now, performing the operation (S) on Eq. (4.3.7), using integrals (4.5.1), (4.5.3) and 
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interpreting the resulting double series in the right-hand side in terms of KdFGDHS, 
we get the following generating relation 
i ( A + l ) , ^ ( A + 2) , . . . ,^(A + A:) 
a 
i ( a + l ) , i ( a + 2),, , i (Q + fc) ; ^ ( ^ + l ) , ^ ( / ^ + 2),. ^liP + k) ; 
-ex u -cy 
u — 1 / ' V k 
V 
v-1 = {i-ur{i-vf Yl («)- e^ )" 
m,n=0 
X F ; 
fc:l;l 
k:k:k 
i ( A + l ) , i ( A + 2 ) , . . . , i (A + A:) 
i ( ( A - < 5 + l ) + l ) , i ( ( A - < 5 + l ) + 2 ) , . . . , i ( ( A - 5 + l ) + A;) 
—m 
Ua + l),Ua + 2),...,Ua + k) -hp + l),kp+ 2),... ,Up + k) 
K K K rC K AC 
—ex \ ( —cy yniyn 
m\n\ k J ' \ k 
(Re(A), Re(<5 - A) > 0; \u\, \v\ < 1; A; = 1,2,3,.. .)• (4.5.4) 
Next, we reconsider result (4.2.1). We replace t by xt in Eq. (4.2.1) and replace 
a,m and thyP,n and yt, respectively, again in Eq. (4.2.1), and take the product of 
resultants. Then performing the operation («S) on the product equation, using integral 
(4.5.3) and integral (4.5.1) (for k = 1), we get the following generating relation 
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-(a+/3) 
9-^Ud+l) iF i X + \; X-6 + 2- c{x + y) 
Tn,n=0 
{a + m+ l)m{P + n+l)n 
^ ^1:1:1 
m! n\ 
A + 1 : - m ; - n 
ex, —cy 
X-S + 2 :a + Tn+l -p + n+l ; 
u 
1, 
m + n 
(^:=(l-4«)^/^ H < - ) , (4.5.5) 
which is obviously not a special case of generating relation (4.2.13). 
Further, we establish the following representation for SGTHS F^^^[x, y, z] in terms 
of product of two Laguerre polynomials 
v + 1 : : _ ; _ ; _ : ; —m ; — n ; 
i?(3) 
_;_;_: i / + l ; i ^ - c r + 1 ; a + 1 ; 
4a ,1,1 
( - l ) - + " r ( m + l ) r ( n + l ) _ f ^ \ ^^,_m+n) ( t \ ^iu-a+m-n) f V' 
( 7 - a + l ) ^ ( a + l)„ exp 4a J " \4aJ "^  
[y > 0; Re(a) > 0; Re{iy) > - 1 ) , 
4a 
(4.5.6) 
which is obtained after taking \ = i/+l, a — i' — a,P = a,x = z = l and replacing y 
by y/\/a, t by y ^ t in Eq. (4.2.10) and using the following integral ([61]; p.357(l)) 
/•oo 
/ r+1 exp(-ai2) L(„"-")(af') L!r)(ai2) J,(^^) di 
io 
(-1) m+n 
2a ihT exp -y T {a—m+n) I " 1 r {u—a+m.~n) I " 4a ; '^  V4ay "" \^ct 
{y > 0; Re(a) > 0; Re{u) > -1 ) . (4.5.7) 
Now, we use representation (4.5.6) to give an application of generating relation 
(4.2.17). Taking 7 = I, X = u + 1, a = u — a, p = a and Y = y/2s/a in generat-
ing relation (4.2.17) and using representation (4.5.6), we get the following generating 
relation 
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(-1)"^+" exp 
r=0 s=0 
4a 
J {a-m-^-n) ( y_\ J {i^-a+m-n) ( ^ \ 
\4aJ "" \4aJ 
(g 4- l)r {b -u)s{v'- a - a)m-r {o - b)n-s 
T{m - r + 1) r (n - s + 1) r! s! 
i^+ 1, i y - 6 : 
— r 
u — b — s : u + I ; a + l ; 
4Q ,1 
(t/ > 0; Re(a) > 0; Re(z/) > - 1 ) . (4.5.8) 
Further, it is remarked that integral (4.5.1) and its special case (for k = I) can be 
used to derive several new generating relations. 
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CHAPTER 5 
EVALUATIONS OF CERTAIN EULER TYPE INTEGRALS 
5.1. INTRODUCTION 
We tirst recall the basic Euler integral which define the beta function 
B{a,(3) = f u<^-\l - uf-'du = ^ ^ ^ ^ (Re(a), Re(/?) > 0), (5.1.1) 
and Gauss's hypergeometric function 
2Fi[a,/?; 7; z\ = ^,^ ^ ^. f t^-\l - tV-^-' (1 - tzY'^dt 
ti\p-,^ ~ p) Jo 
z" 
_ Y^ {a)n{P)n ^ f^. ^^  
where z ^ [1, CXD) and the real parts of /? and (7 — P) are positive for the integral, and 
1^1 < 1 for the series. 
Euler generalized the factorial function from the domain of natural numbers to the 
gamma function 
r (a) = / e-^ exp{-t) dt ( R e ( a ) > 0 ) , (5.1.3) 
Jo 
defined over the right half of the complex plane. This led Legendre to decompose the 
gamma function into the incomplete gamma functions, 7(0, x) and r ( a ,x ) , which are 
obtained from Eq. (5.1.3) by replacing the upper and lower limits by x, respectively. 
These functions develop singularities at the negative integers. Chaudhry and Zubair 
[16] extended the domain of these functions to the entire complex plane by inserting 
a regularization factor exp(—y) in the integrand of Eq. (5.1.3). For Re(yl) > 0, 
this factor clearly removes the singularity coming from the limit t = 0. For A = 0, 
this factor becomes unity and thus we get the original gamma function. We note the 
following relation ([15]; p.20(1.2)): 
r^(a) = / e-' exp f-t - - ^ dt = 2(yl)"/2K,(2v/I) (Re{A) > 0), (5.1.4) 
where /C„(x) is the modified Bessel function of the second kind of order n (or Macdon-
ald's function) defined by Eq. (1.5.12). 
The relationships between the generalized ganama and Macdonald functions could 
not have been apparent in the original gamma function. These generalized gamma 
functions proved very useful in diverse engineering and physical problems, see for ex-
ample [15,16] and references therein. 
We note that the Riemann's zetafunction (!^{x) defined by the series ([4]; p.102(2.101)) 
oo 
C(^ ) = E ^ (^>1)' (5.1.5) 
n=l 
is useful in providing convergence or divergence of other series by means of comparison 
test. Zeta function is closely related to the logarithm of the gamma function and to the 
polygamma functions. The regularizer exp (—7) also proved very useful in extending 
the domain of Riemann's zeta function, thereby providing relationships that could not 
have been obtained with the original zeta function. 
In view of the effectiveness of the above regularizer for gamma and zeta functions, 
Chaudhry et al. [15] obtained an extension of Euler's beta function B{a, j3) in the form 
B{a,l3; A) = [ u'^-'il-uf-'exp (- / ) du {Re{A) > 0). (5.1.6) 
Clearly, when A — 0 Eq. (5.1.6) reduces to the original beta function. The 
extended beta fimction (EBF) B(a, 0; A) is extremely useful in the sense that most of 
the properties of the beta function carry over naturally and simply for it. This function 
is related to other special fimctions. 
We note the following relation ([15]; p.25(4.6)): 
B(a ,Q;/ l ) = v^(2)-°(yl)^("-i)exp(-2^)W^_|,|(4yl) (Re(A) > 0), (5.1.7) 
where Wk^^{z) is the Whittaker's function of the second kind defined by Eq. (1.5.34). 
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Relation (5.1.7) can also be expressed as {[15]; p.26(4.13)) 
B{a,a;A) = ^{2y-^'' exp{-4A)^ - , 1 - Q ; 4A {Re{A) > 0), (5.1.8) 
where "^[a.c; z] is the second solution of Rummer's equation (1.3.26) defined by Eq. 
(1.3.29). 
In particular, for a = | , we note the following relation ([15]; p.25(4.11)): 
B Q , ^ ; A ) = 7rerfc(2V^) (Re(^) > 0), (5.1.9) 
where erfc(z) is the complementary error function defined by Eq. (1.5.29). 
Recently Ismail and Pitman [48] obtained explicit evaluations of some integrals of 
Euler type 
u''-\l - uf-'f{u) du (5.1.10) 
/ '0 
for some particular fimctions / , specially in the symmetric case a = p. These evalua-
tions are related to various reduction formulae for hypergeometric functions represented 
by such integrals. These formulae generalize the evaluations of some symmetric Euler 
integrals implied by the following result due to Pitman [84]. 
If a standard Brownian bridge is sampled at time 0, time 1, and at n independent 
random times with uniform distribution on [0,1], then the broken line approximation 
to the bridge obtained from these n + 2 values has a total variation whose mean square 
is n ( n + l)/(2n-)-l) . 
Motivated and inspired by the work of Ismail and Pitman [48] and Chaudhry et al. 
[15], in this chapter, we obtain the evaluations of certain Euler type integrals and some 
integrals in terms of EBF -B(a, (3\ A). In Section 5.2, we obtain the explicit evaluations 
of certain integrals of type 
1 r^ 
lA,aAiAA<t>{t)Mt)] = -^r^rJ it-ar-\h-tf-\ct>{t)yexp{~AiP{t))dt, 
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for particular functions (f){t) and iA(Oi specially in the case when a = 0 and b = \. In 
Section 5.3, we establish a theorem on EBF f3{a, f3; A) and apply it to obtain evaluations 
of some integrals in terms of EBF B{a,P;A). In Section 5.4, we derive a number of 
new results as the applications of the evaluations obtained in Sections 5.2 and 5.3. 
Finally, we give some concluding remarks in Section 5.5. 
5.2. EVALUATION OF INTEGRALS 
We derive the explicit evaluations of certain integrals of type: 
iA,a,0,,,a,bm),m] = - ^ 7 ^ f {t-ar-'{b-tf-'{mv ^M-A^{t)) dt (5.2.1) 
for particular functions 0(t) and i/'(t). Also, we consider the case when a = 0 and 
6 = 1 . We evaluate the integrals of type (5.2.1) by considering the following cases: 
Case I. For 0(i) = (1 - xit)-°^{l - X2^)~''^ ^{t) = --, y a = 0 and 6 = 7 = 1, 
t[i — t) 
we have 
lA,a,0,\,O,l 
mi,m2=0 
{a + P)m,+m2'mi\Tn2l 
X 2 ^ 2 
^{1 - a - P - TUi - m2), 1 - ^{a + f3 + mi + 1712) ; 
_ 1 - (a + m i + 7712), 1- /? ; 
(Re(a), Re(/?)>0; |xi|, |x2| < 1), 
-4A 
(5.2.2) 
where 2^2 is generalized hypergeometric series defined by Eq. (1.3.36). 
Proof. Since we have ([48]; p.962(7)) 
/ e-' (1 - tf-' (1 - xit)-"' (1 - x^ty' dt = B{a,l3) Fi[a, «,, a^; a + p; xi, X2] 
(Re(a), Re(/?) > 0; |a:i|,|x2| < 1), (5.2.3) 
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where F] is Appell's double hypergeometric series defineci by Ec]. (1.4.1). 
Taking (j){t) = (1 - xi i )-" ' ( l - X20~"^ ^ ( 0 = TTT^TV- « = « ^^ "^ 1 6 = 7 = 1, 
in Eq. (5.2.1), using integral (5.2.3) in the right-hand side and simplifying, we obtain 
(5.2.2). 
Case II. For (f>{t) = (1 - x i t ) -" ' ( l - ^2(1 - i ) ) -"^ 4^(1) = - _ , a = 0 and 
t(l t) 
fe = 7 = 1, we have 
IA,Q,0,I,O,I ( i -x i^-^ni -3 :2(1- i ) ) -"^ 1 t{\-t) 
= E 
mi ,7712=0 
(Q)mi (/^)m2 (Ql)mi (Q2)m2 ^T' ^T 
( a - | - ^ )mi+m2"^ l ' " ^2 ! 
X2i^2 
1(1-a - f3-mi-m2), 1-\{oi +/3 + mi+m2) ; 
4y4 
1 — a — mi, 1- p-m2 ; 
(Re(a), Re(/?)>0; |a;i|, |x2| < 1). (5.2.4) 
Proof. Since we have ([109]; p.279(17)), 
Jo 
(Re(a), Re(/?) > 0; |xi|, \x2\ < 1), (5.2.5) 
where F3 is Appell's double hypergeometric series defined by Eq. (1.4.3). 
Taking0(0 = ( l - X l O - > ( l - X 2 ( l - 0 ) " " ^ i^it) = -JnZTt)^ a = 0and 6 = 7 = 1, 
in Eq. (5.2.1), using integral (5.2.5) in the right-hand side and simplifying, we obtain 
(5.2.4). 
Case III. For 0(f) = ut + v and ip{t) 1 {t-a){b-t) , we have 
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'.4,o,/J,7>a,'> {ut + v), 1 {t-a){b-t) 
= {b-a)''+'^-\au + vyY^ 
m=0 
-u{b — ay 
{0l)m {-l)m V aU + V ^ 
{a + PU 
i-
ml 
X2F2 
- ( l - a - / ? - m ) , l - - ( a + /5 + m) ; 
-4A 
I — a — m, 1 — /? 
(Re(a), Re(^) > 0; arg 
Proof. Since we have ([88]; p.263) 
f {t- a)''-\b - tf-\ut + vfdt 
Ja 
= B{a,(3){b-aY^I'-^{au + vy2Fi 
(Re(a), Re(/?) > 0; 
Taking 0(f) = {ut + v) and ^(i) = 
(6 -a )2 
'&U + U 
au-\-v, 
< TT; a 7^  6). (5.2.6) 
a , - 7 ; a + Z?; 
arg 
6w + w" 
—(6 — a)u 
{au +1;) 
< TT). (5.2.7) 
1 
aw + t;^  
in Eq. (5.2.1), using integral {t-a){b-t) 
(5.2.7) in the right-hand side and simplifying, we obtain (5.2.6). 
Case IV. For 0(i) = ((6 - a) + \{t - a) + fx{b - t)), ^{t) = .. ^"^^^^^ .. and 
7 = —(a -I- /?), we have 
lA,a,0,~{Q+l3),a,b {{b - a) + X{t - a) + fi{b - t)), 
(t~a){b~t) 
{{b-a) + X{t-a) + ii{b-t)f' 
{t-a){b-t) 
= {b-a)-\\+l)-{^i+l)-02F2 
Hl-a-P),l-Ua + p) ; 
1 - Q, 1-d ; 
(Re(a), Re[p) > 0; (j){t) ^  0- a^b) 
4A(A+l)(/x+l) 
(5.2.8) 
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Proof. Since we have ([111]; p.261(3.1)) 
(6 - a + A(f - a) +/i(6 - 0)"^^ (^  - «) 
(Re(a), Re(/?) > 0; ((6 - a) + A(t - a) +/x(6 - <)) T^  0; 07^6). (5.2.9) 
Taking 0(i) = {{h-a) + \{t-a)+ii{h-t)), i}[t) = J '^^^j |_ and 7 = -{a + 0) 
in Eq. (5.2.1), using integral (5.2.9) in the right-hand side and simplifying, we obtain 
(5.2.8). 
5.3. THEOREM ON EXTENDED BETA FUNCTION 
Consider a two-variable generating function F{x, t) which possesses a formal (not 
necessarily convergent for t ^ 0) power series expansion in t such that 
00 
F{x,t) = Y.Cnfn{x)t\ (5.3.1) 
n=0 
where each member of the generated set {/7i(2;)}^o '^ independent of t, and the coeffi-
cient set {c„}^o '^^y contain the parameters of the set {/n(a;)}^o but is independent 
of X and t. 
Theorem 5.3.1. Let the generating function F{x,t) defined by Eq. (5.3.1) be such 
that F{x,tu'^{l — u)") remains uniformly convergent for u € (0,1), p,cr > 0 and 
p + a >0. Then 
/ u^-\l-uY-^-''F(x,tum-ur)exp( T T ^ - ^ ) du 
Jo V u{l-u)/ 
= Y^Cnfn{x)B{X + fm, fi-\ + an] A)^ (Re(//) > Re(A) > 0; Re(yl) > 0), (5.3.2) 
n=0 
where B{x,y; A) is the extended beta function defined by Eq. (5.1.6). 
Proof. Applying the definition of F{x,t) given in Eq. (5.3.1) in the left-hand side of 
Eq. (5.3.2), we get 
t^o Jo V u{l~u)J 
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which by using definition (5.1.6) yields the right-hand side of Ec]. (5.3.2). 
Corollary 5.3.1. With definition (5.3.1) and notations as in Theorem 5.3.1, we liave 
/ u^-\l-u)^-^F{x,t{u(l-u)Y)exp( , ^ \ du = V7rexp(-4yl) 
Jo \ u{\-u)J 
X 5](2)i-2(^+-)c„/„(x)^ 
n = 0 
- , 1 - A - on\ 4A 
2 
t" (Re(A) > 0; a > 0). (5.3.3) 
Proof. Taking fi = 2A, p = a in Eq. (5.3.2) and making use of relation (5.1.8), we 
obtain (5.3.3). 
We derive the explicit evaluations of certain Euler type integrals in terms of ex-
tended beta functions by using Theorem 5.3.1 by considering the following generating 
functions: 
Case I. Consider the generating function ([111]; p.44(8)) 
F{x,t) = (l-xt)-" = 22{(i)n-^ = i^o[a;_;xt] {\xt\ < I). (5.3.4) 
n=0 
It follows from Theorem 5.3.1 and generating function (5.3.4) (with x = 1) that 
/ u^-^ ( l -w)"-^- ! (l-tuP(l-uy)-'' exp ( ~ ^ J du 
Jo \ w ( l - ' " ) / 
= y^{a)nB{\ +pn, n-X + an; A)--
^—' n! 
n=0 
(Re(//) > Re(A) > 0; p,a>0; p + a>0). (5.3.5) 
Case I I . Consider the generating function ([111]; p.84(15)) 
(X) 
F{x,t) = (l + 0"exp( -x i ) = ^ 4 " - " ) ( x ) r , (5.3.6) 
n=0 
where Ln{x) are the Laguerre polynomials defined by Eq. (1.5.56). 
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It follows from Theorem 5.3.1 and gc^norating function (5.3.6), that 
Jo 
(l-wf-^-^ {l+tuPil-uY)" exp -A xtu^il-uy] du 
u{l — u) 
oo 
= ^ 4 ° - " ) ( x ) B ( A + pn, ^ - A + an;y l ) i " 
(Re(//) > Re(A) > 0; p, (T > 0; p + a > 0). 
n=0 
(5.3.7) 
Case III. Consider the generating function ([111]; p.l70(19(ii))), see also ([2]; p.536) 
and ([33]; p.44) 
F{x,t) = ( l - y j exp(t) = 5]?/n(x,a - n , 6 ) - , (5.3.8) 
^ ^ n=0 
where yn{x,a,P) denotes the generalized Bessel polynomials given by Krall and Prink 
[63], see also [33], and are defined by ([111]; p.75(l)) 
v.(x,«,/3)=E('?V"^"r'~'U!(ii =.ft 
fc=0 k. J. 
X 
- n , a + n - 1; _; - -
(5.3.9) 
Applying Theorem 5.3.1, we obtain 
/"-<-)--0-n^-)'"°-(.^-"'<-«'') du 
r = /yn{x,a~n,b)B(X + pn,fj,~\ + an]A) — 
n=0 
(Re(//) > Re(A) > 0; p ,a > 0; p + a > 0). (5.3.10) 
Case IV. Consider the generating function ([90]; p.409(2)) 
{a)n f F(x,<) = ^ ) - ^ i F i [ a ; 6 + n ; x ] - - = $2[a,a;6;x,^] (|a:|, |t| < oo), (5.3.11) 
n=0 ^">'' n\ 
where $2 is Humbert's confluent hypergeometric series in two variable defined by Eq. 
(1.4.6). 
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It follows from Theorem 5.3.1 and generating funetion (5.3.11), that 
du 
= y ^ - n ^ i F i [ a ; b + n; x]B{X + pn, n- X + an; A) — 
n=0 ^^^" "• 
(Re(//) > Re(A) > 0; p,a>0; p + a>0; |x| < oo). (5.3.12) 
Case V. Consider the generating function for Hermite polynomials //„(x) defined by 
Eq. (1.5.51), that is 
F{x,t) = exp(2xi-f2) = \^Hn{x)—. (5.3.13) 
n=0 
It follows from Theorem 5.3.1 and generating function (5.3.13), that 
/ u^-i (l-u)"-^-^ exp ( ~^ , + 2xtun\ - uf - {tu''{\ - uffS du 
Jo \u{l-u) J 
= y ^ Hnjx) B{X + pn, p,- X + an; A) — 
n=0 
(Re(/i) > Re(A) > 0; p, a > 0; p + cr > 0). (5.3.14) 
5.4. APPLICATIONS 
We derive a number of new results as applications of integrals (5.2.2), (5.2.4), 
(5.2.6), (5.2.8), (5.3.5), (5.3.7), (5.3.10), (5.3.12) and (5.3.14). We also mention some 
known results as applications. 
First, we consider the following applications of integrals (5.2.4), (5.2.6) and (5.2.8): 
Xi I. Taking a2 = Qi, P = a and x^ = in Eq. (5.2.2), we get 
Xi — 1 
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',4,Q,Q, 1,0,1 ( l - r r , 0 ' " ' 1 -
X\ 
- Q l 1 
x i - r y '^(1-0 
E 
Tni=0 
(a;)mi(ai)m, xt 4(xi - 1) 
m i 
1 
" ^ 5 ^ , " " ' 
\F\ - - a - mi ; 1 - a - m i ; - 4 A 
( R e ( a ) > 0 ; |xi | < 1), (5.4.1) 
where iFi is confluent hypergeometric function defined by Eq. (1.3.27). 
Further, taking A -^ 0 in Eq. (5.4.1), we obtain ([48]; p.964) 
• '0 ,a ,a , l ,0 , l ( l - x i i ) - " M l - Xi 
-ot\ 
Xi-l J ' t{l-t) = 2Fi 
1 
a , Q i ; Oi + -; 2 ' 4(xi - 1 ) 
( R e ( a ) > 0 ; |xi | < 1). (5.4.2) 
Next, taking a2 = 0 in Eq. (5.2.2), we get 
•^A,a,/3,l,0,l ( l - x i O - " S 1 
t{l-t) = E ( Q ) m i ( Q l ) m i ^ 7 ^ ^ 0 (o^  + Z )^"!, rni! 
XoFs 2-^2 
- ( l - a - / ? - O T i ) , l - - ( « + /? + m i ) ; 
4/1 
1—Q — m i , 1—/? ; 
(Re(a ) , Re(/?) > 0; |xi | < 1), 
which for ai = 0, yields 
M,Q,/3,1,0,1 
1 
' i ( l - ^ ) — 2^2 
i ( l - a - / ? ) , l - ^ ( a + /?) ; 
1 - a , 1 - / ? 
(Re(a) , Re(/?) > 0). 
- 4 y l 
(5.4.3) 
(5.4.4) 
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II . Taking mi = rn2 = rn and Li = a in Eq. (5.2.4), and simi)lifying we get 
- 1 
-^/1,Q,Q. 1,0,1 ( l - X i ^ ) - ° ' , ( l - X 2 ( l - 0 ~ " ' , f ( l - Z ) J 
1 
771=0 
( Q + | U ( m ! ) 2 tt — m; 1 — Q — r?i; 4A 
(Re(Q) > 0; |xi|,|x2| < !)• (5.4.5) 
Again, taking 0:2 -^ 0 and replacing A hy—A in Eq. (5.2.4), we obtain Eq. (5.4.3). 
I I I . Taking 7 = —ai, u = —xi, v = 1, a = 0 and fe = 1 in Eq. (5.2.6), it coincides with 
the integral of Eq. (5.4.3), that is 
JA,a,0,-ai,OA ( 1 - x l f ) , 1 - lA,a,P,lAl 
t{l-t)\ 
(Re(a), Re(/?) > 0; |xi| < 1). 
{l-x,t)"'\ 1 
til-t)\ 
(5.4.6) 
IV. Taking /x = 
-^>l,a,/?,-(Q+/3),a,6 
: A = 0 in Eq. (5.2.8), we get 
( ^ - a ) ( & - i ) 
= ( 6 - a ) - S F 2 
" i ( l - a - / i 
. 1 - a 7 
- 4 A 
1-/3 ; 
(Re(Q), Re(/3) > 0; a ^ 6). 
Next, taking ^ = a, a = 0 and 6 = 1 in Eq. (5.2.8), we get 
(l + Ai + / i ( l - 0 ) 2 " 
h,a,a,-2a,0,l (1 + A^  + /i(l - t)), 
= ( (A+l ) ( / .+ l ) ) - ^ F l 
f ( l - 0 
- - a; 1 - a ; ~4A{X + !)(// + 1) 
(Re(a) > 0). 
(5.4.7) 
(5.4.8) 
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Next, we consider the following applications of integrals (5.3.5), (5.3.7), (5.3.10), 
(5.3.12) and (5.3.14): 
V. Taking yl —> 0 and replacing p and a by m and M, both positive integers in Eq. 
(5.3.5), we get 
/ u^-^ {l-uY~^-^ {l-tu'^{l-u)^)-''du 
Jo 
^ iNnim+M) n\ 
Further, taking m = M = 2 in Eq. (5.4.9), we get 
/ u^-' {l-uY'^-' {l-t{u{l-u)f)-''du 
Jo 
5(A,^-A)5F4 
a, U , |(A + 1), i ( / i - A ) , | ( M - A + 1) 
t 
16 
i/i, i ( / z + l ) , |(/i + 2), |(/i + 3) 
(Re(/z) > Re(A) > 0). (5.4.10) 
VI. Taking yl ^ 0 and p = a = 1 in Eq. (5.3.7), we get 
/ u^-^ {1-u)^'-^-^ {l+tu{l-u))''exp{-xtuil-u)) du 
Jo 
= g ( A, M - A) f ; ^^^"/^^ ~ ^^" L(-") (x) r (Re(/i) > Re(A) > 0). 
(/^ J2n 
(5.4.11) 
71=0 
VII. Taking A -^ 0 and p = a = 1 in Eq. (5.3.10), we get 
y" u'-' {l-ur-'-' (l - ^ M L z i ^ ^ ' ' " exp{tu{l-u)) du 
= i?(A,M-A)f^^^^"^^~^^" 
n=0 ( / i ) 
yn{x,a-n,b) — (Re(p) > Re(A) > 0). (5.4.12) 
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VIII . Taking A ^ 0 and p = a = \ m Eq. (5.3.12), we get 
/ w^"' ( l -u ) "^^" ' *2[n,a; b; x,tu{l-u)]du 
Jo 
_ : a, A,// — A 
= B ( A , / . - A ) F g o ' 
;a 
L 1 1 / 
t 
- , . r 
4 (5.4.13) 
where Ff!^.^ is Kampe de Feriet's general double hypergeometric series defined by Eq. 
(1.4.10). 
IX. Taking A ^ 0 and p = a = 1 in Eq. (5.3.14), we get 
f u^-^ {l-uY'^-^ exp{2xtu{l-u)-{tu{l-u)Y)du 
Jo 
^A, ^ ( A + l ) , i ( M - A ) , i ( M - A + l) : _ ; _ ; 
^4:0:0 
= B{K^^-X) \F::\:;^ xH'^ -f 
- / / , - ( / /+ ! ) , - ( ; /+ 2), ^(/i +3) 
16 ' 16 
I 2A(//- A) 4^o^o ^(A+1) , i(A + 2), ^ ( /x-A + 1), ^ ( / i - A + 2) 
-(M + 2), ^(/x + 3), ^(/x + 4), ^ ( ^ + 5) 
X2f2 _ i 2 
16 ' 16 (Re(//) > Re(A) > 0), (5.4.14) 
which for A = — and x = 0 yields 
X2F3 
1 1 . 
L ^ ( / ' + l ) , ^( / / + 3), 1 ; 
16 
(Re(//) > Re(A) > 0). (5.4.15) 
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5.5. CONCLUDING REMARKS 
In this chapter, we have obtained the cvahiations of certain Euku- type int(!grals. 
We observe that these evaluations are related to 2F2 or iFi. Also, we have established 
a theorem and applied it to obtain evaluations of some integrals in terms of EBF 
B{a,P;A). Further, it is remarked that the results which we have presented can be 
extended to multi-variable case. 
To give an example, we note the following integral representation ([48]; p.965(20)) 
/•I " 
Jo ,_ i i = l 
(Re(Q), Re(/3) > 0; max{|xi|, jxsl, • • • , |x„|} < 1), (5.5.1) 
for Lauricella's multiple hypergeometric series in n- variables F^"^ defined by Eq. (1.4.15). 
n I 
Now, taking 0(i) = f ] ( l - Xit)'"^*, ^{i) = -, a = 0 and 6 = 7 = 1 in Eq. 
(5.2.1), using integral (5.5.1) in the right-hand side and simplifying we get 
lA,a,l3,l,0, n ( i - x < t ) - ' , ^ 
E 
t{l-t) 
[Oi)mi+Tn2-i hmn\^l)mi[0!2)Tn2 ' ' ' ['^njm.n -^i X2 X^" 
X 2 F 2^2 
{a + P)mi+m2+...+mn niil m2\ m„! 
| ( l - Q - / 3 - m i - m 2 m„), I - ^{a + 13+ m.i+m2 + 
1 - {Q + mi+m2-\ hm„), 1- /? 
(Re(Q!), Re(/?) > 0; max{|xi|, |x2 | , . . . , |x„|} < 1). 
mn) 
4A 
(5.5.2) 
We note that for as = 04 = • • • = an == 0, Eq. (5.5.2) reduces to Eq. (5.2.2). 
Further, we extend Theorem 5.3.1 as follows: 
Theorem 5.5.1. Let the conditions for F{x,t) defined by Eq. (5.3.1), be the same as 
in Theorem 5.3.1, then we have 
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/ M^-ni-t^)''~^"'n(l-XtM)-"'F(x,«M''(l-u)'^)expf-——— j du 
oo 
= ^2 Cnfn{oc) B{X +pn + mi+Tn2-\ \-nir, fi - X + (TII: A) 
Mm, Mm, • • • Mm. ^T ^T ' ' ' <' ^" 
mi\m2\ • • -mrl 
(Re(//) > Re(A) > 0; p,a > 0; p + a > 0). (5.5.3) 
The proof of this theorem is similar to that of Theorem 5.3.1. 
The following are the consequences of Theorem 5.5.1. 
Corollary 5.5.1. Let the conditions for F{x,t) defined by Eq. (5.3.1), be the same 
as in Theorem 5.3.1, then for >l = 0 and r = 2, we have 
2 
/ u^-\l - u)'^-^-^ r [ ( l - Xitx)-"* F{x, tuf'il - uY) du 
= 2JCn/„(x) B{\ + pn, fj.~ X + an)Fi[X + pn,ai, a2; fi + {p + cr)n; Xi,X2]f 
n=0 
(Re(/i) > Re(A) > 0; p,a>0; p + a > 0). (5.5.4) 
Corollary 5.5.2[76]. Let the conditions for F{x,t) defined by Eq. (5.3.1), be the 
same as in Theorem 5.3.1, then for A = 0 and p = a = 1, we have 
f u'-'il-ur-^'-' f[{l-x,u)--* {xMl-u))du = B{Kii-\) T Cr^Ux) (-^ )" (^ - ^)" 
X F^ '"^ [A + n,Qi,Q2,--- ,ar; p + 2n; Xi,X2,--- ,Xr]t" (Re(p) > Re(A) > 0). (5.5.5) 
Applying Corollary 5.5.1 to the generating function F(x,t) defined by Eq. (5.3.4), 
and taking x = 1, we get 
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/ U^-'(l - U)^-^-' 71(1 - X^u)-"' (1 - t-U^il - uyy (it 
= ^ O n B{X + pn, fi - A + crn)Fi[A + pn,ai , Q2; ^l+ {p + a)n; xi,X2] — 
n=0 
(Re(/i) > Re(A) > 0; p,a > 0; p + a>0). (5.5.6) 
Clearly, it appears that by applying Theorem 5.5.1 and Corollaries 5.5.1 and 5.5.2 
to the generating functions F(x, i) defined by Eqs. (5.3.6), (5.3.8), (5.3.11), (5.3.13) and 
also to some other generating functions, we may get a number of interesting evaluations. 
Further, we remark that the results presented in this chapter are general and unify the 
corresponding results, see for example [76] and references therein. 
I l l 
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